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Your MONEY Deserves Professional Mortgage PLANNER 

Are you Ready to Save Money With the Help of Experts? 
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The Bengali Association of Calgary presents... 

 Parboni 2014 



Right Honourable Prime Minister 

Stephen Harper 



I am pleased to extend my warmest greetings to the readers of
Parboni and to everyone celebrating Durga Puja.

This annual festival —seeking the blessings of Goddess Durga—
brings hope and renewal to the faithful while offering a chance for friends and
families to come together in a spirit of goodwill and harmony. Durga Puja is an
ideal opportunity to highlight the many contributions Canadians of Bengali
origin have made to our nation’s growth and vitality.

I would like to commend the members of the Bengali Association of
Calgary for their efforts to preserve their faith and traditions in Canada and for
promoting fellowship and understanding in the community at large.

Please accept my best wishes for good health and prosperity, now
and in the years to come.

The Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper, P.C., M.P.

OTTAWA
2013
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A subtle blend of ethnic and exo c combined to produce a 
stunning array of original, yet classic designs in silk, co on, or-

ganza and polyester, all handmade to highest standard. 

W H O L E S A L E R S  A N D  R E T A I L E R S  

Elegant silk sarees 
Ready-made salwar kameez 

Beau ful lehngas 
Blanket and bedspreads 





E A S T  I N D I A N  C U I S I N E  

$12.99 
LUNCH BUFFET 

7 DAYS 

S P E C I A L  R A T E  F O R  C A T E R I N G  O V E R  5 0  P E O P L E  

403-276-6018 2219 CENTRE STREET NW, CALGARY T2E 2T4 



Dear Friends, 

G reetings of Durga Puja and we, the trustees, of your association wel-
come you all to the Mandap in Genesis Centre. 

In our association, members of the board of trustees traditionally stay 
away from actively participating in regular activities of the association. 

This year we took a break from the tradition and tried to provide help with in-
creasing demand. In this fast paced world, every organization, large or small is try-
ing the best to catch up with the rest and survive. We took initiatives and imple-
mented redesign of our website with the supports of the Executives. We request 
you to visit the website and provide your suggestion to improve it so that it can be 
our face in the cyber world (like us in Facebook and other social media!). Please 
update your pro ile in BAC database and take control of your/ family information 
from now on.   

No community can stay alone and aloof; we have also organized clothes donation, 
blood donation camps etc. This will help us to know others and vice versa. The 
board members are also in regular consultation with organization such as AGLC 
and Financing Institutions so that your association’s interests are best served fol-
lowing guidelines of AGLC and the bank/s. We will give you updates of the proper-
ty we are looking around once we get a convenient one within our budget and it 
for purpose. We welcome your suggestions and your assistance to improve the 
functions of the board. 

This year we have again received excellent support from many of you during our 
fundraising Casino event. Such show of support gives us strength to move forward. 
We also thank you for support during the clothes donation drive and we hope that 
you will continue to support such activities.  

With hope for the future, let us come together and celebrate this Sharadotsav, 
Akalbodhan of Devi. Wish you all a year full of prosperity and good health. 

Ayi girinandini nanditamedini vishvavinodini nandanute 
Girivara vindhya shirodhinivaasini vishhnuvilaasini jishhnunute  

Bhagavati he shitikanthakutumbini bhuuri kutumbini bhuuri krite 
Jaya jaya he mahishhaasuramardini ramyakapardini shailasute || 

 

Your sincerely, 

Board of Trustees:  

Santosh Majumdar, Kalyan Roy, Syamal Sen, Kiron Banik, Joydip Sanyal 

October 03, 2014 

the board of Trustees... 
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Dear Friends & Well-wishers of BAC, 

 

T he sun is on his southward journey and autumn is here. In Calgary, 
we miss the Shiuli and Kashphool to showcase autumn, the season of 
plentitude and peace. We in Calgary already got our fair share of 
snow to wake up everyone from the slumber of summer. It is time for 

worship of the Divine Mother – time for our Dugga Pujo. On this joyous occa-
sion, accept my sincere greetings and I welcome you to our Puja Mandap. 

Friends, the only thing that is constant is change (Heraclitus).  The world 
around us has changed over last year – some for apparent good and some for 
apparent worse. Unlike the year before, Calgary had a relatively quite year and 
we are thankful to Almighty for that. I cannot possibly say the same for other 
parts of the world.  

We in BAC tried to increase our participation in some of the activities that 
reach beyond the Bengali community such as blood donation, clothes donation 
etc.; you have been noti ied of those events through e-mail. This year, we have 
also hosted our new website. I request you all to visit the site regularly and 
actively interact with the members. All the regular events of this year was a 
huge success, be it fun events like food fair/ picnic or cultural event like 
Rabindra Najrul Sandhya. These events are successful because of you, your 
participation and active contribution; I sincerely thank you all for that. I was 
pleasantly surprised that during picnic many members including new mem-
bers of the community offered help and further promised help during Durga 
Puja also. I welcome the new members to our community and your new ideas 
to better shape our activities.  

This year I have the privilege of working with some very active executive 
members. I gratefully acknowledge their constant help and thank each one of 
them.  

Dear members and friends, it is time for celebration. Let us welcome Devi and 
pray to Her for us and everyone around us. Wish you all a very happy Durga 
Puja, a safe and healthy year. 

 
“Aum asato mā sadgamaya” 
 
 
Your sincerely, 

Dilip Kar 

President, BAC 

October 03, 2014 

...from the President 
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Specializing 
22kt gold Jewelry from Singapore, 
Dubai, Bahrain, India and Pakistan 

Exclusively Available 
Nakshatra & Gili Designer Diamond Jewelry 

525, 5075 Falconridge Blvd NE, 
Calgary, Alberta 

T3J3K9 
403-568-7662 

sonali@sungoldjewellery.com 
h p://sonalijewellers.net 



Dear Friends, 

I hope you all had a wonderful time. This is now again Durga Puja time. Our 
volunteers are working hard to prepare for the most awaited event in our cal-
endar- Durga Puja. Like last two years this year also our Durga Puja event will 
be held at Genesis center at Calgary. Please extend your help to make the 
event successful.  

My special thanks to all the volunteers, general members and EC/trustee 
members who are working with us continuously for last two months to make 
the Durga Puja a grand success. 

We are bringing artist Arpita Mukherjee from India for Saturday night (4th 
Oct, 2014) for musical HUNGAMA. Hope members will enjoy the programs. 
Please let us have your feedback. 

Further, we are trying to have our own place for building up a temple or cul-
tural center and our Trustee members are putting every efforts to ful ill the 
dreams of every Bengali lives in Calgary and surrounding areas. We seek all 
members support and participation towards making the above dreams a reali-
ty. 

Please remember to act SAFE during Durga Puja and various events as SAFE-
TY is everyone’s responsibility. 

If you ind any mistake or gap, please help us to rectify that for next year Puja 
as lessons learned. Please contact Executive Committee and furnish your sug-
gestions or you may visit the BAC website and write your comment.  

We have designed and introduced our new Website with more interesting fea-
tures this year. Special thanks to Mithun Dutt for his involvement and make it 
looks more professional. 

Please enjoy and share your happiness & joy with others. Have a Happy Durga 
Puja 2014 and Suvo Bijoya Dasami.  

Best Regards, 

Indrajit Siddhanta 

Vice-President, BAC 

October 03, 2014 

... the vice-President 
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...the General Secretary 

Dear Friends, 
 
On behalf of the BENGALI ASSOCIATION OF CALGARY, I extend warm greetings to 
you all and your family to attend the auspicious occasion of our 2014 Durga Puja. 
Reminds all of us about the beautiful pandals, Durga pratimas, bhog, prosad, all saaj, 
shoroter roddur, dhak, cultural programs, and what not. I am sure you all must have 
listened to the lovely Mahalaya last whole week in YouTube to get the feeling of Ma 
coming to us. It’s a priceless wonderful feeling, which no words can express. 
We re-establish our determination to raise ourselves from all inner struggles and 
rise to higher level of consciousness.  
 
Our devoted members have worked tirelessly to make this puja enjoyable for every-
one. With the help of many volunteers, our executive committee members and 
Trustees have arranged a grand puja ceremony, musical evenings and delicious 
food. Our featured artists are Sudha Mishra and Arpita Mukherjee. I am sure it will 
be a wonderful experience listening to them. 
 
We express our gratitude to our patrons, sponsors, and donors for the generous 
help. BAC tries its best to bring all Bengalis together as we celebrate this auspicious 
occasion, while considering we are far away from our true homes and loved ones. 
We need to create fabulous memories and hope that the next generation, growing 
up here in Alberta, will look back fondly on this puja and when they grow they can 
take over the responsibility to celebrate Durga Puja like we do, in near future. 
 
May Goddess Durga shower her blessings on all of us! 
 
Neela Mukhopadhyay 
 
General Secretary, BAC 
Oct 03, 2014 



(403) 273 1811 #42-6060 Memorial Drive NE 



editor’s note 

U PGRADE !It’s one of those words in Eng-
lish language that induces an endorphin 

rush when offered to work on the yearly publica-
tion of Parboni. Friends, who have seen my previ-
ous issues back in 2008 and then again in 2011, 
will realize that the idea has always been to “make 
it DIFFERENT”. When planning this year’s issue  
for the most auspicious occasion of Bengali’s, we 
wanted to take the desire for a fresh start and 
bump it up a notch.  

Avishek Choudhury 

Editor 

We love hearing from you! Please 
write to us at info@bacalgary.org 

Special features in this edition of Parboni... 

1  COVER DESIGN We worked for quite several 
hours to present you with an attractive cover de-

sign that  makes our very own Parboni exceptional  !! 

2  NEW PERSPECTIVE Everyone is talking about 
being DIGITAL! This year, we are working to-

wards entering into the irst ever digital version of 
your favorite magazine that will be available for the 
iOS & Android devices. Soon, you can enjoy your copy 
of Parboni anytime, anywhere!  

3  EXTRA EXTRA Several pages have been added to 
cover our special moments at BAC events keeping 

in mind the new picture policy.  

4  IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU The “Parboni magazine 
team” would like to wish you all a very happy 

Durga Puja and best wishes for years to come! We 
thank you for your continued support. 
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গায় ী 

গা য় ী একিট িবখ াত 
জপম । ঋ  েবদ সংিহতার 
তৃতীয় ম েলর ৬২ সূে  
আঠােরািট ঋ   আেছ। এই 

সূে র দশম ঋেক থম গায় ী মে র 
উে খ পাওয়া যায়। মহাম িট এই রকম- 

বিদক ম িল িষেদর কােছ কিটত 
হেয়িছল বেল মেন করা হয়। গায় ী 
মে র ঋিষ িষ িব ািম । ঋ  েবেদর 
সূ িল ছে  আবৃি  করেত হত। 
িন কার বেলন ‘ছ াংিস ছাদনাৎ’ 
অথাৎ ম েক আ াদন কের বেল 
বাক রচনার এই রীিতেক ‘ছ ’ বেল। 
ঋ  েবেদর ছ  অ রমাি ক। এখােন 
অ র হল যু বণ।  , ◌ং, ৎ,  ,  , ◌ঃ 
পৃথক অ র বেল গণ  হয় না, তারা পূব-
অ েরর সােথ যু  হেয় যায়। কেয়কিট 
অ র িমেল এক একিট পাদ (Syllable)। 

িত পােদর অ র সংখ া সমান। গায় ী 
ছে  রিচত বেল ম িটর নাম গায় ী ম । 
এই ছে  িতনিট পাদ এবং েত কিট 
পােদ আটিট কের মাট চি শিট অ র 
থােক। গায় ী মে র থম পােদ অ র 
সাতিট। ফেল মাট অ র তইশিট। 
একিট অ েরর অভাব পূরণ করেত থম 
পােদর ‘বেরণ  ’ শ েক ‘বেরিণয়  ’ 

েপ উ ারণ করেত হয়। 
গায় ী মে র শ িভি ক অথ এই রকম- 
তৎ(েসই) সিবতুঃ(সিবতার) বেরণ  
(বরণীয়) ভগঃ(েতজেক) দবস

(েদবতার) ধীমিহ(আমরা ধ ান কির)। 
িধয়ঃ(বুি বৃি সমূহেক, অথা ের 
ম সমূহেক বা কমসমূহেক) যঃ(িযিন) নঃ
(আমািদেগর) েচাদয়াৎ( েচািদত 
কেরন, রণ কেরন)। সরলাথ- আমরা 
সিবতােদেবর সই বরণীয়  তজেক ধ ান 
কির, িযিন আমােদর বুি বৃি সমূহ বা 
ধীশি  রণ কিরেতেছন। সিবতা শে র 
অথ সূয। গায় ী ম  থেম িছল সূেযর 
ধ ান। আদেশর উ িতর সে  সে  ানী 
ব ি  এঁেক ধ ােন পিরণত কেরেছন। 
তাই এঁেক গায় ীও বলা হয়। 
ছাে াগ  উপিনষেদ গায় ী-অবল েন 

িচ ার কথা বলা হেয়েছ। 

এই সকল ব  ও াণীজগৎ যাহা িকছু 
আেছ সই সবই গায় ী। বাক ই গায় ী; 
কারণ বাক ই সকল ব  ও াণীেক গান 
(অথাৎ বণনা) কের থােক এবং এেদর 

াণ কের। উপিনষেদর ঋিষ বেলন 
‘গায় ী’ ‘ গ’ ও ‘ া’ ধাত ু থেক িন । 
গ=গান করা; া= াণ করা। ‘গয়’ 

শে র অথ াণ। বৃহদারণ ক উপিনষেদ 
বলা হেয়েছ াণসমূহেক াণ কের বেল  
এই ম  গায় ী(৫/১৪/৪)। গায় ী ছে  
রিচত ম েকও গায় ী বলা হয়। ‘তৎ 
সিবতুবেরণ ং’ ইত ািদ ম েক িবেশষভােব 
গায় ী বলা হেয় থােক। এই মে র অনন  

বিশ , মে র অ িনিহত ঐশী স া 
থেক ম িটেক পৃথক মেন করা হয় না। 

মে র সই ঐশী স া ‘গায় ী’। অথাৎ 
গায় ীম  ধু উপাসনার মাধ ম বা ম  
নয়, উপাস  িবষয়ও। তাই গায় ী একিট 
জপম । গায় ীমে র উপর দব  
আেরাপ কের ‘গায় ীমাতা’ বা 
‘গায় ীেদবী’ বলা হয়। গায় ী ছে  রিচত 
অন  দবতার জপম েকও গায় ী বলা 
হয়।  
যা  ও সায়েনর মেত সিবতা এবং সূয 
একই দবতার িভ  িভ  কাশ। যা  
বেলন অ কার িবদিূরত হওয়ার পর যখন 
আকাশ রি ারা আকীণ হয় তখন এই 
দবতােক সিবতা বলা হয়। সায়ণ বেলন 

উদেয়র পূেব এই দবতার নাম সিবতা 
এবং উদয় থেক অ কাল পয  নাম 
সূয। শ রাচােযর মেত ‘সিবতা’ অথ 
‘পরমা া’।  
সম  িব চরাচর এককােল অখ  
ম লাকাের পিরব া  িছল। সৃি র সময় 
মহািবে ারেণ য ‘ও  ’ নাদ বা শ  
তির হেয়িছল তাই আিদ শ বীজ। এেক 

নাদ  বা শ ও বলা হয়। তারই 
াণশি েত জগৎ ও জীব জা ত(মা ুক  

১, ছাে াগ  ৩/১৪/১))। সম  িনজগত 
এই ‘ও  ’ শে র অ গত(ৈতি রীয় 
১/৮/১)। শ বীজিট ‘ওঁ’ বা ‘ও  ’ এই 

ণবম  নােম অিভিহত। ‘ও  ’ শ  র 
তীক( ীম  ভগব  গীতা-৭/৮)।  

একা র া ক শ  ‘ওঁ’ সম  
মে র আিদ বীজ। ম  ঈ েরর বা য় 

প। শ  ও বীজম  এক নয়। যমন 

‘তৎ সিবতুবেরণ ং ভেগা দবস  
ধীমিহ। িধেয়া যা নঃ চাদয়াৎ।’ 

গায় ী বা ইদং সবং ভতূং যিদদং 
িক  বা   ব গায় ী বা   বা ইদং 
সবং ভতূং গায়িত চ ায়েত চ।। 
(ছাে াগ  ৩/১২/২৩০) 
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‘ ’ শ  আর এর বীজ ‘ওঁ’। তি রীয় 
আরণ েক বলা হেয়েছ ধমীয় মে া ারণ 
সব সময় ণব ম  ‘‘ওঁ’ িদেয়  করেত 
হয়। গায় ী মে  থেম ‘‘ওঁ’, তারপর 
িতনিট ব া িত ‘‘ভঃূ’ ‘ভবুঃ’ ‘ ঃ’(  ) 
এবং তারপর কতৃ ম  ‘‘তৎ সিবতবুেরণ ং 
ভেগা দবস  ধীমিহ। িধেয়া যা নঃ 

েচাদয়াৎ’ উ ারণ করেত হয়। 
ভূঃ, ভুবঃ, ঃ, মহঃ, জন, তপঃ 

ও সত  – স েলাক াপক এই সাতিট 
বীজ-ম েক ব া িত বলা হয়। িবিবধ 
অভী  ব  সবেতাভােব দান কের বা 
িবেশষ েপ হরণ কের বেল এেদর নাম 
ব া িত। এেদর মেধ  থম িতনিট 
মহাব া িত। তি রীয় উপিনষেদ বলা 
হেয়েছ গায় ী ম  ব া িত যােগ জপ 
হেয় থােক(১/৫/৩)। সৃি েত কািশত 

ই িবরা   পু ষ। ব া িত েলােক এই 
িবরা   পু েষর িবিভ  অবয়ব ক না 
করা হেয় থােক। ব া িতেযােগ উপাসনা 
এক কার তীেকাপাসনা। ভূঃ, ভুবঃ, ঃ 
ও মহঃ এই চারিট ব া িতর েত কিট 
চার কার। থম ব া িত ভূঃ – 
পৃিথবীেলাক, অি , ঋ  েবদ ও াণ-

প। ি তীয় ব া িত ভুবঃ – 
অ ির েলাক, বায়-ু দবতা, সাম ও 
অপান- প। ততৃীয় ব া িত ঃ – 

েলাক, আিদত , যজুঃ ও ব ান- প। 
চতুথ মহঃ – আিদত , চ ,  ও অ -

প। মহঃ এই ব া িত (ও ার) 
প(ৈতি রীয় ১/৫/৩);  ারাই 

সম  বদ মহীয়ান হয়। মহঃ অথ আ া। 
আ া ারা দেহর সম  অবয়ব মহীয়ান 
হয়। অপর িতনিট ব া িতও মহঃ-এর 
অ গত। 
 িযিন জগেতর কারণ িতিন থেম 
সূ ািতসূ  েপ ীয় মায়ার সে  যু  
িছেলন। পের তাঁর ঐশী মায়াশি  
অিদিতই সকল িকছুর জ  িদেয়েছন বেল 
যা িকছু দৃশ  পদাথ তা আিদত  নােম 
অিভিহত। জীবকূেলর েয়াজেন সূয েপ 

িযিন জাত হেলন িতিন সবে  বেল 
‘আিদত ’ নােম পিরিচত হেলন। 
সূযম েলর অধীেন িতনেলাক। সূয য 
পরম ােন আেছন তা’ েলাক( ঃ)। এই 
পৃিথবী, যখােন আমােদর বাসনা-কামনা 
সুখ-স দ ঃখ-ব ািধ ভৃিত বতমান তা’ 
ভূেলাক(ভূঃ)। েলাক ও ভূেলােকর 
মধ বতী য মহাশূন  তা’ 
অ ির েলাক(ভুবঃ)। েলাক, ভূেলাক ও 
অ ির েলাক এবং এরই মধ বতী আর 
যা িকছু সব সূযম েলর অ গত। 
িতনেলাক অ, উ, ম এই িতন অ রা ক 
নােমও পিরিচত। অ+উ+ম=ও  । 
অ=পৃিথবী। উ=অ ির । ম= েলাক। 
ি মা া ক ‘ও  ’ তীেকর ারা 
সূযম ল  পরমপু ষেক বাঝায়। ‘ওঁ’ 
এর িতনিট বণ িতনিট ভাব পির ুট 
কের। া- সৃজনকতা, িব ু- পালনকতা 
এবং মেহ র- ংসকতা। িতন িমেলই 
এেকর জ , আবার একই িবভ  হেয় 
িতন হন। সই ও ার অবল েনই 
বদিবদ ািবিহত কম করা হয়। 
ণেবর(ও ােরর) যমন অ,উ,ম- িতন 

ভাগ আেছ, জীেবরও তমিন দনি ন 
জীবেন িতন কার অব া হয়- জাগরণ, 

 ও সুষুি । জা ত অব ায় পরমা া 
‘অ’ এই বেণর ারা িচি ত। াব ায় 
আ ার অব ান ‘উ’ তলু । সু  অব ায় 
আ া ‘ম’ ারা িচি ত করা হেয়েছ। 
িতনিট বণ সমি ত ‘অ-উ-  ’ শ  ‘ওঁ’ 
বেল উ ারণ করা হয়। ‘অউ’ িন 
ক নালীর া  থেক উ ািরত হেয় 
মুেখর স েুখ আেস। ঠাট িট ব  কের 
িদেয় ‘ম’ শ িট উ ািরত হয়। ‘অউ’ 
উ ারণ করেত যতটুক ুসময় দওয়া হয়, 
‘  ’ উ ারণ করেত তার অেধক সময় 
িদেত হয়। তেব সৃি কােল িনত নাদ 
কান মানব রত ী সিঠক ভােব উ ারণ 

করেত পাের না।  
 ারি ক উপসগসমূহ সহ গায় ী 
জপমে র পিরপূণ প এই রকম-  

“ওঁ ভঃূ ভবুঃ ঃ। তৎ সিবতবুেরণ ং ভেগা 
দবস  ধীমিহ। িধেয়া যা নঃ েচাদয়াৎ”।  

এর অথ ‘সৃি -ি িত- লয়কতা 
িব চরাচেরর সিবতা গমত আকাশ 
ব াপী দী মান সূেযর সই তজেক 
আমরা ধ ান কির, য তজ আমােদর 
বুি বৃি েক কেম িনেয়াগ কিরেতেছন’। 
একই অিভব ি র িত িন দখেত পাই 

 যজুেবেদর থম সূে -  
‘ দেবা বঃ সিবতা াপয়ত ু তমায় 
কমেণ’।(১/১) সকেলর রক সিবতােদব 
আমােদর তম কেম রণ ক ন।  

মহাম  গায় ী ঋ  েবদ ছাড়াও 
সামেবদ(২/৬/৩/১০), 

যজুেবদ(৩/৩৫, ২২/৯, ৩০/২, 
৩৬/৩), কৃ যজুেবদ(১/৫/৬, ৪/১/১১) 
এবং তি রীয় ও বৃহদারণ ক সহ অেনক 
উপিনষেদ উে খ করা হেয়েছ। বদ-
উপিনষেদর ঋিষরা িছেলন খািনকটা কিব, 
খািনকটা দাশিনক। তাই ম িল িছল 

ধানত িমত অথাৎ ছ ব । গায় ীম  
গান কেরও পাঠ করা হয়। রবী নাথ বদ 
উপিনষেদর অেনক মে র অনুবাদ 
কেরেছন। গায় ী মে র িতন ন 
ভাষা র কেরেছন িতিন-  

‘যাঁ হেত বািহের ছড়ােয় পিড়েছ 
পৃিথবী আকাশ তারা, 
যাঁ হেত আমার অ ের আেস 
 বুি  চতনা ধারা- 
তাঁির পূজনীয় অসীম শি  
ধ ান কির আিম লইয়া ভি ।’  

গায় ী ম  জেপর পূেব গায় ী আবাহন 
িবেধয়-   
ওঁ আয়ািহ বরেদ দবী ের 

বািদিন।গায় ী সাং মাত েযািন 
নম   ত।।  

গায় ী . . . c o n t i n u e d 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 21 
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O n the banks of Gan-
ga, I sit and watch 
the soft ripples of 
the pure water, its 

dark cobalt hue mingling with the soft 
azure of the horizon. I can hear the 
lilting strains of the cosmic lute. I 
loat in and out of memories of my life 

on earth. Who am I? I sit on the banks 
of the Ganga in Heaven. I have no rec-
ollection as to how I got here or who 
told me that this is heaven. As if some-
one picked me up and placed me here 
and whispered to me that this is heav-
en. I am supposed to be here.  I cannot 
see anyone; only feel an all-
encompassing presence – a blissful 
presence. There is light everywhere. 
Not harsh, but soft like gentle rays of 
the morning sun.   I look towards the 
horizon, suddenly I see the whole ex-
panse turn into a battle ield. A great 
war is being raged, I do not recognise 
any of the warriors. The light changes; 
the battle ield darkens as the sky is 
streaked with the crimson of the set-
ting sun. I see a woman covered in a 
silk shawl inside a tent standing in the 
dim light of the torches. A great warri-
or, wearing shining armour, stands in 
front of her, his golden curls framing a 
chiselled face. He has piercing blue 
eyes.  Such a noble countenance! She 
is pleading with him; her round fair 
face is drenched with tears. She steps 
forward and stoops to touch his feet. I 
hear him say to her, “Rise, my beloved. 
A husband and wife are two bodies 
with one soul, united from previous 
births. Neither society, nor politics, 
nor social pressures, nor false prestige 
and pride can separate them. Rise, you 
are the wise one, the elder and the 
strong one- go back to them and be 
strong for Uruvi, for my mother. If I 
return alive, we will meet on the 

banks of river Ganga where we irst 
met. And, if I don’t we will meet on the 
banks of the Ganga in heaven”.  

The battle ield disappears. 
Who is that woman? And why do I feel 
such an overwhelming love and desire 
for that warrior; eyes as blue as the 
colour of heaven. I look down; all I see 
is the lowing waters; there is no re-
lection. Do I not exist? I look down 

and see my hands resting on a blue 
silk shawl; the same shawl as the 
woman in my vision. I look up and be-
yond.   

I see a palace decorated with a 
thousand lamps; decked with lowers 
be itting a Royal wedding. The woman 
stands near the window gazing at the 
river Ganga in silent contemplation. 
Sounds of laughter ilter through the 
open windows. Her room is in dark-
ness.  A maid appears, lifting the 
screen to the room. “Didi why are you 
standing here in darkness?” she asks 
of the woman. 

“Mrinal, tell me, is the mar-
riage ceremony over? Have they taken 
the seven steps? Is she as beautiful as 
they say?”   The woman asks. 

“Yes didi, she is very beautiful 
– more than even Queen Bhanumati, 
and some say she can be compared to 
Panchali”.   

“Was he looking happy?” she 
asks. “Yes”, Mrinal replies. 

Oh! Why is this dream giving 
me so much pain, hurt and loneliness? 
Why does the woman grieve? I close 
my eyes.   

I see a haughty prince, arro-
gantly walking with long strides to-
wards the woman’s chambers. The 
same maid, Mrinal follows him. She is 

wearing the same blue silk sari, as she 
sits in one of the innermost chambers. 
She jingles her gold bracelets to let 
him know which part of the chamber 
she was in. A thin curtain screen is 
between them. He looks in the direc-
tion of the curtain and says;” I have 
come to ask you for something; some-
thing which only you can give”.  

“What is that you want from 
me – I am an ordinary woman- A char-
ioteer’s daughter and a charioteer’s 
wife, “she says softly. 

“You are no ordinary woman. 
Don’t you know who you are married 
to? You are the King of Anga’s wife. 
The woman who is married to my 
friend cannot be an ordinary woman”, 
the Prince replies arrogantly. 

“Your praise is excessive, 
prince”, the woman replies calmly. 

“It is the truth. Today I come 
to ask of you something”.  

“I have returned with the Prin-
cess Bhanumati from her swayamavar 
at Kalinga. But before she placed the 
garland round my neck, she told me 
that she would do so only on one con-
dition”. 

“And what was that condi-
tion?” the woman asks softly. 

“That the King of Anga will 
marry the lady she says is her ‘friend-
companion’.” The prince replied. 

The woman stiffens. I can see 
her two hands as they clutch the blue 
silk sari. She is silent and then asks, 

“And was the King of Anga agreeable to 
this condition?”   

“You know that he will do any-
thing I ask. My question is, will you 
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agree?” 

“Did the King of Anga send you 
to ask for my consent? “  

“No, he does not know I am 
here?”    

“I will do all in my power to 
make my husband and you happy. I 
know that my husband will be happy if 
you are happy. So if your marriage de-
pends on my agreement, I am agreea-
ble.” 

The supercilious prince breaks 
into a smile, “Truly you are no ordi-
nary woman”, and he turns to leave. 
The woman once again, jingles her 
gold bracelets. He stops, “And what is 
the name of the blessed lady?” she asks.  

“Princess Uruvi”, he replies. 

The woman sits for a long 
time. I feel her anguish. I can read her 
thoughts. I watch as she crumples 
down on the loor. She pulls her legs 
together. She questions her husband’s 
actions; his ierce loyalty to the Prince 
of Hastinapur. One thing she had faith 
on was her marriage and his love. 
Now, that was shattered. Again he had 
put his friend’s wishes irst. She would 
now have to share his love, his bed, 
his life with another.   

The dream vanishes.  

The dream leaves me with this 
hollow feeling in my stomach. Why 
does the woman in these visions I see 
seem so familiar as if I know her so 
well that I have actually lived through 
her torment and suffering. I look up 
and call out to Krishna to give me an-
swers.  I feel as if I am loating through 
time, unable to remember who I am 
who I was and where I was going.  
There is a stark emptiness all around.  
I see my body, but don’t feel it. I close 
my eyes.  

The vision of the battle ield returns. 

It seems the ighting is over. 
The ield is strewn with corpses of 
dead warriors. All around me dark-
ness is descending.  The crimson orb 

of the sun sets in the horizon. I see the 
warrior of my dreams his lifeless body 
on the back of a white horse.  The 
horse being led up a hill by a supreme-
ly handsome young man, carrying a lit 
torch on the other hand, his skin the 
colour of indigo. A radiance of shim-
mering light in the pitch black of the 
night.  On the peak of the hill the soil is 
black and strewn with rocks.  There is 
a funeral pyre of sandalwood on that 
barren soil. The young man lifts the 
warrior and places him on the pyre. 
With trembling hands he lights the 
pyre. Red and yellow tongues of 
lames from the pyre lit up the night 

sky. Suddenly, the white horse neighs 
and I see the same woman of my 
dreams come up the hill. Her eyes still, 
palms of her hands folded on her 
breasts, hair lowing freely on her 
back. A walking statue, the blue silk 
shawl draped around her shoulder. 
She walks straight into the burning 
lames of the pyre, her shawl drops 

from her shoulder, and lie crumpled 
on the barren soil.  

I feel the scorching heat of the 
ire as if it’s my body which has been 

engulfed by the ire. I burn, my body 
burns and I reach out for somebody to 
save me. 

My vision vanishes. I open my 
eyes.  I hear the soft strains of the lute 
once again.  I look around. I know that 
is Krishna’s lute. Krishna, where are 
you? I hear your lute and feel you but 
why can’t I see you?   

A voice whispers in my ear, 
“Your soul’s journey is not over yet.  
When you will become one with me 
will I reveal Myself- in Truth”.  

Who is it that whispers in my 
ear? She searches all around. She 
looks down. The voice again whispers,  

“You have to ful il your karma’s 
path – your destiny, the way it was 
written. I cannot interfere with that.  
Your soul will evolve through many 
births as it travels the karma’s path, till 
it becomes one with me.” 

“Tell me, who is that woman in 
the visions I see?” I ask the voice; 
“Vrushali”! the voice answers. 

“Was I Vrushali?” I ask of the 
voice. “Yes, you had been born in 
Vrushali's physical personality”. 

“And who is the warrior?” 
“Vrushali’s husband Karna ”.   

Vrushali looks up and sees the 
image of the young man of her vision 
smiling at her. The same handsome 
man, skin the colour of dark indigo; he 
was the one leading the horse up the 
hill. An immense feeling of joy engulfs 
her.  Vrushali fold her palms together; 

“ Krishna! My lord” 

 And Krishna says, “the body of 
Vrushali and Karna have perished; 
your unful illed soul sits here before it 
embarks on its next journey. Vrushali, 
you and I have passed through many 
births. I remember them all but you 
do not and will not. You will pass 
through many more births, till you 
understand My embodiment and My 
deeds, and then you will not be re-
born”.   

Vrushali says to Krishna,” how 
is it that suddenly I remember every-
thing clearly now; what of Karna?  He 
died loyal to his friend and he had 
kept his word. He was a noble man.  In 
my vision I saw he promised that we 
will unite again on the banks of the 
Ganga in heaven, I will wait for him 
here.”  

Krishna smiles and tells 
Vrushali, “Karna is on the other side of 
heaven.   True, he was the noblest of 
all men on earth. But, he had faltered 
and succumbed to his ego at the dice 
game.  He was part of that shameful 
disrobing act. Your soul cannot wait 
here neither will Karna’s. Vrushali, the 
stay in heaven and hell are not perma-
nent. You, Karna will be reborn again 
and again till your souls are free from 
this bondage of rebirth.”  

”My Karna was your biggest 
devotee, yet you still had him unfairly 
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killed.”  

“I knew that he had an un-
shakeable devotion to me. And my 
love for Karna is unfathomable. There 
were only four people on earth in your 
lifetime for who I had  supreme love 
for and they were my mother Devaki, 
Kunti, Karna and Radha. What had to 
be done was done. Karna′s soul, in 
order to evolve, had to go through 
those myriad of experiences through 
his physical personality of that life-
time. My devotees will be united with 

me- once their soul has evolved to that 
level of perfection. You and Karna will 
unite through me –when your souls 
have reached the end of the evolution-
ary process according to the law of 
karma.”  

The celestial lute plays and 
Vrushali succumbs to its intoxicating 
cosmic energy. A sense of supreme 
happiness engulfs her. Her journey 
begins, again.  

Vrushali feels the water of the 
Ganga rising. A strong wind pushes 

her and she is thrown into the swirl-
ing depths of its dark waters. She spi-
rals down gushing through to its dark 
nadir. She loats through the deep 
chasm of Time; her past, present and 
future rushes past.   

Somewhere on earth a mother 
screams in agony as she feels the 
pains of child-birth. The journey stops. 

Vrushali remembers no more. 

- Kakoli Mitra 

“ হ বরেদ দিব! হ ি  অ রমিয়, হ 
ছে াজননী, হ বেদা েব গায় ী! আপিন 
আগমন ক ন  অথাৎ আমার জপকােল 
সি িহত হান। আিম আপনােক ণাম 
কির।”  
জপ শেষ গায় ী িবসজনও িবেধয়- 
ওঁ মেহশবদেনাৎপ া িবে া দয় স বা। 

ণা সমনু াতা গ  দিব যেথ য়া।। 

“ হ দিব! আপিন মহােদেবর মুখ হইেত 
উৎপ া হইয়া ার অনুমিত অনুসাের 
িব ুর দেয় বাস কিরেতেছন, আপিন 
ই ামেতা গমন ক ন।” 
 িহ ুধেম গায় ী ম  উপনয়েনর 
এবং িবিভ  পূজার একিট পূণ অংশ। 
সুদীঘকাল কবলমা  ি জগণ এই ম  জপ 
বা পাঠ করেতন। ধমসং ােরর ফেল 
অব ার পিরবতন হেয় গায় ী মে র পাঠ 

এখন ীেলাক সহ সকল বেণর মানুেষর 
মেধ  ব াপক ভােব চিলত হেয়েছ।
 অলিমিত।    
 

- শখর কমুার সান াল 

গায় ী . . . c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  1 8 



Forte Sound and Stage 
4303 Bowness Rd NW Calgary 

 
403.860.0587 
403.807.1737 

info@fortesound.ca 
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Suite # 606, 5075 Falconridge Blvd NE, 
Calgary, AB, T3J 3K9 

Shagun Jewellers offer: Rose Gold Jewelry, African Jewelry, Opal 
Jewelry, Custom Jewelry and Estate Jewelry 

Birjinder Mangat 

Barrister & Solicitor 

##217, 3825 - 34 Street, NE, 

Calgary, AB, T1Y 6Z8 

Tel: 403-735 6088 

Fax: 403-735 6089 

Birjinder Mangat is a private company, established in 1995, incorporated in 
and categorized under General Practice Law Office and located in Calgary. 

Birjinder Mangat usually offers: Business Law Advice, General Practice 
Lawyers, Attorney's, Legal Attorney and Corporate Attorneys. 

(403) 280 7282 shagun1@telus.net 
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Genesis Centre @ 10:00 PM 

Swati Mishra 

F r i d a y  O c t o b e r  3 r d ,  2 0 1 4  
C a l g a r y ,  C a n a d a  

Genesis Centre @ 10:00 PM 

Bengali Associa
on of Calgary 



 

 

serving travelers since 1982 and in co-operation with  

Flight Express – one of Alberta’s largest air fare wholesaler having offices & offering you: 
 

Services in Bangla or English, ask for Kabita in Calgary 
Best international airfares to Africa, Middle East, Indian sub-continent & beyond 

Best fares from India to Canada, we take care of all your travel needs within India including Domestic 
fares through our branch office in Kolkata 

Instant ticketing for last minute travel on Weekends or Holidays 
Professional, most reliable and affordable travel services with agents close to 20 years’ experience. We 

know how to get you to your destination for the best prices & short notice 
Travel Insurance, hotels, car rentals, vacations, all inclusive & honeymoon packages, cruises around the 

world 
Tours to India : Guided custom made & Private tours within India as per your needs with Go India Jour-

neys, the leading tour operator for India luxury tours 
Tours to Europe / Australia / S. America / Africa: Guided tours all across with the tour operator of your 

choice e.g. Trafalgar, GAAP, Globus etc. 
 

Calgary: 513, 3208 – 8 Avenue NE; (403) 539-0200 
Vancouver: A-7877 Kingsway, Burnaby BC, 604 544-5015 

Los Angeles: 240 New Port Centre Drive, New Port Beach, CA; 949 650-8818 
Kolkata: 207, 2B Grant Lane / 176 Bidhan Sarani; +91 98364 10111 
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The emotions start clouding my mind 

And tears start blurring my vision. 

But the tears do not come out and 

The clouds do not go away. 
 

As emotions stay pent up in my heart 

Even as the years fade, memories still stay 

Of your enigmatic presence, of your sweet smile, 

Of your presence on screen, your glamour, glowing aura. 
 

Years have passed and seasons have changed 

The feelings have stayed even as people moved away, 

When eastern sun rises, west becomes dark 

When Arun (Uttam) shines everywhere glitters, ind hopes of light. 
 

You are always there for us 

When our spirits need a little lift 

We cannot thank you enough for that 

You are truly an extraordinary gift. 
 

And as I travel with this baggage thrown over my back 

Feel your presence and sweet memories back from the past. 
 

Uttam Kumar  
A  Tr i b u t e  

- Narendra Bhattacharya 
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TORONTO 

O ur trip to 
Toronto was 

AMAZING! It was midnight after the 4 
hour light on 29th June when we land-
ed in Toronto. At the beginning we 
were staying with 2 families. One of 
the families had a son named Ali who 
was about my age. After a good night 
sleep I and Ali played together. On the 
irst week we went to harbor dock to 

see ireworks on Canada day. We 
reached around night to go on a 
cruise. At ten the ireworks began and 
stopped around 10:20, it had an out-
standing inish. The next day we went 
to a ield for a barbecue. We went with 
my dad’s college friend who has a 
child named Souvik who lives near us. 
He brought a remote controlled plane 
and we chased seagulls. We played 
catch with a Frisbee. At night we went 
to another ield to watch ireworks 
again. It wasn’t as long but it was just 
as good.  

Next week, we and Souvik’s 
family went to Blue Mountain it was a 
long three hour car trip. We went to 
scenic caves and saw and went into a 
cave and learned it was a freezer used 
by the irst nations. Later we went to a 
cave which you can climb on and saw 
rare mosses and leaves. After coming 
home we went to bed for the exciting 
trip tomorrow. We were all going to 
Algonquin national park. It was late 
when we arrived Souvik helped his 

dad as they were setting up a tele-
scope which was big. We saw Saturn, 
mercury, stars and galaxies. The day 
after we all went canoeing. Me, my 
dad, and my mom were pairs. My 
brother and Souvik were pairs. Sou-
vik’s parents were pairs. My pair got 
stuck couple of times so my brother 
had to rescue us. We had snacks and 
refreshed and went canoeing again 
but the moms were staying behind to 
make dinner this time we went on an 
island and saw a hut. We had dinner 
and then went to take a bubble bath. 
Went to thousand islands cruise and 
went to Kingston to stay at the Univer-
sity. We went on a cruise and saw Sir 
John Macdonald’s house.  

Our next trip was to Montreal. 
It was midnight when we reached so 
we had dinner and went to bed. After 
having breakfast we packed up to go 
to Quebec. When we reached we 

roamed around and saw lots of build-
ings big ones small ones. We saw a 
fort from the war of the British and 
French and went to the war ield 
where it happened. We arrived at 
Montreal and went to Biodome which 
used to be where Olympics were held. 
When we went inside we saw sloths, 
turtles and lizards after we went fur-
ther in saw penguins and puf ins that 
were adorable. My favourite part were 
the pirhanas because they are vicious 
and have sharp teeth that they eat 
with I also liked the birds and sea 
otters there was the amazon exhibit 
where it was warmer than the other 
places. We saw Canadian lynx and that 
they eat rabbits. The sea creatures 
were stingrays, sharks, and lots of ish, 
alligators, crocodiles and many more. 

A FAMILY VACATION 
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We also went to the insectarium 
where we saw ants, millepides, cen-
tipides, bees, termites. I learned some 
butter lies are born half male and half 
female but they can’t reproduce I liked 
Hercules beetle because of its gigantic 
mouth. We even saw aquatic insects. 
After we saw all the insects and ani-
mals we went to a relative’s house and 
then after dinner, we went back to our 
hotel and went to bed to prepare for 
our journey to the beautiful city of 
Ottawa, next day. When we got to 
Ottawa we saw the parliament where 
the laws are made. We came upon a 
wall where if you whisper quietly the 
person on the other side can hear it. 
We went to the Royal Canadian mint 
where we saw special coins and we 
bought three of them. Here I was 
patting a puppy who scratched me in 
my face. We had to call 911 for irst 
aid. The national museum of nature 
was where we went next. We saw 
insects, prehistoric creatures and 
animals like birds.  

Our next destination was 
Wonderland where we went to lots of 
rides like rollercoaster and water 
rides. My favourite was a rollercoaster 

that was superfast and went upside 
down and went backwards. I really 
liked the water rides to. First we went 
to a ride called the thunder run which 
went fast and it looked as if there was 
real lightning. My dad and my brother 
went on a ride which I wasn’t allowed 

to go on and they said that it was fun. 
We all went to a kiddy rollercoaster 
which surprised me because it was 
scarier than I thought.  

The next week our family 
went to Niagara Falls. It was night so 
when we saw the falls it was different 
colors including green, red, yellow, 
and purple. There were also ireworks 

at ten o’clock. We went on a cruise 
which lets go near the fall but you get 
really wet. We went to white water 
walks which lets you walk on a plat-
form above level 6 rapids the most 
dangerous and rarest of all rapids. 
There was a movie called Niagara’s 
Fury which says how Niagara was 
made. There were also other rides 
that my brother and I rode. The irst 
ride was a 6-d ride where the police 
were catching poachers. The next ride 
was 3-d and is about you shooting 
ghosts with blasters. After that we 
went to a haunted castle which scared 
the life out of me and my brother told 
me to be in front of him. The last ride 
was 4-d and both of them was racing 
games the irst one was about rats 
that are racing each other and the 
second one was about snowmen that 
were racing down a hill.  

At irst I thought I may not like 
Toronto as I had to leave my friends in 
Calgary, but in the end I loved my 
vacation staying in Toronto and I hope 
I can come here with my family again 
some day. 

 - Aritra De  

TORONTO      - A FAMILY VACATION 

Lava , explode out of the molten mantle. 
Lava, color the volcano red. 

Lava, turn rocks into boiling hot magma. 
Lava, burn the forest till nothing is left of it. 

Lava, destroy anything in your path. 
Lava, turn into diamonds so people can buy you. 

Lava, have the volcano barf you out. 
Lava, turn into igneous rocks. 

Lava, burn the volcanoes through  
Lava, create ire on the ground. 

Lava, don’t burn down the building. 

- Aradhya Roy 



We do catering for big and small occasions 

Marinated fish and meat ready for BBQ 

Unit 734, 5075 Falconridge Blvd. NE, Calgary 

(403) 568 4455 
Baldev Gill 

Biggest outlet in Alberta for fish & meat 

Sell Bangladeshi Fish of 40 different varie es 

We are                        7 days a week OPEN 

10:30 AM ~ 10:00 PM 

Apna Desi Meat Masala 
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Tirupati Balaji temple and Kashi Vishwanath Temple both, receive more visitors than the Vatican City and Mecca 

Every 12 years, Kumbh Mela occurs in India. It is the world’s largest gathering of people. The gathering is so large that 
the Kumbh Mela is visible from the space 

India has more mosques (300,000 mosques) than any other nation in the world 

Today, India has the world’s largest school in terms of students, the City Montessori School in Lucknow. It has more 
than 45 thousand students 

Number of births in India every year is more than the total population of Australia, and many other nations 

India has the largest English speaking population in the world 

Lonar Lake, a saltwater lake in Maharashtra, was created by a meteor hitting the Earth and is one of its kinds in India 

Buttons were invented in India. Yes, your shirt’s buttons. 

And shampoo.  

And cataract surgery. 

And plastic surgery. 

And discovered water on the moon. 

India’s tech capital, Bangalore, has increased its of ice supply by six times since 2006, and now has more Grade A of ic-
es than Singapore. 

India is the largest milk producer in the world. 

India is one of the only three countries that makes supercomputers (the US and Japan are the other two). 

Chai is India’s national drink. 

Martial Arts were irst created in India. 

India gave the world Yoga that has existed for more than 5,000 years 

FACTS ABOUT INDIA 

"We owe a lot to the Indians, who taught us how to count,  

without which no worthwhile scienti ic discovery could 
have been made".   

- Albert Einstein 

- Narendra Bhattacharya 
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Wasa Lake, BC 

প ড়িছলাম নামধন  সািহিত ক 
কালকেূটর িবখ াত ও মেনা ািহ উপন াস িট 
---‘মন চেলা বেন’ ও ‘বেনর সে  খলা’ । 
বই পেড় উপেভাগ করা আর ত  অিভ তা 
মেধ  য আকাশ পাতাল েভদ তা বার বার 
বুেঝিছ – Wasa Lake (British Colombia) এ 
িগেয়।  
অিনতা ও িদলীপদা’র (অিনতা কর ও িদলীপ 
কর) sweet cottage – “Kar Villa” ত  
C a n a d a ’র  ন ায়ী s u m -
m e r  এ  িতন িতন বার   long week end  
কাটােনার সৗভাগ  হেয়েছ। 
২০০৭ এ , মেন পেড়  একবার Calgary Ve-
danta society’র fund raising এর জন  Ca-
sino duty ত যাি লাম। আমরা স বছর ই 
Calgary ত এেসিছ , তাই ever helping 
িদলীপদা আমােদর িনেজর গািড়েত িনেয় 
যাি েলন সখােন। যেত যেতই বলেলন , 
আমার একটা summer cottage আেছ , BC  
ত, লক এর ধাের। খুব সু র জায়গা ! 

পাহােড়র কােল – very peaceful, very sce-
nic ! -- Summer এেল আপনােদর িনেয় যােবা 
একবার। আমার ব ু-বা ব, তােদর আ ীয় 

জন, চনা পিরিচতেদর িতবারই িনেয় যাই 
আর long week end   কাটাই summer এ ।” 
লক এর ধাের ! পাহােড়র কােল ! আহা !!-

-- েনই তা মনটা আনচান কের ওেঠ। আিম  
India’ র সব চাইেত সবুজ েদশ আসােম 
জে িছ ও িশলং এর মত সু র Hill Station 

এ থেক পেড়িছ। কৃিতর শ ামিলমায় মনটা 
কানায় কানায় ভরা। এই কথা েলা েনই 
মেন মেন ছিব আঁকা  হেয় গেলা !  
যথাসময় summer এেলা ! আর তার মেধ ই 
একিদন িদলীপদার ফান এেলা ! “ িক 

ভাতবাব!ু যােবন নািক ? চলুন ঘুের আিস 
Wasa Lake এ , আমােদর বািড় দিখেয় িনেয় 
আিস – এই long week end   এ। আপনােদর 
কান অসুিবধা নাই তা ? ” 

“যােবন নািক ?” “ অসুিবধা” --- এটা িক 
কান কথা হেলা ! যােবানা মােন !! মনটা 

আনে  ভের ঊঠেলা। তেব অিনতা তখন 
িছলনা, ওর বাবার অসু তার জন  ও 
কলকাতায় িগেয়িছল, বাবােক সবা করেত। 
স জন  আমার মেন একটু  ‘িক ’ িছল। 

তবুও এই  সাদর ও লভ আম ন উেপ া 
করা তা অস ব ! 
পরিদন সকাল ৬টায় রওনা িদলাম। পেথ 
রিক-মাউে ন এর সােথ থম দখা ! স য 
িক অ ূত রামা কর সৗ য ! য না 
দেখেছ , বুঝেবনা ! যেত যেত িদলীপদা 
নামধন  tourist attraction - Banff  সহর িট 

ও একবার ঘুিরেয় দিখেয় িদেলন এক ঝলক। 
িঠক মেন হেলা দেখ, ছাটেবলায় পড়া  fairy 
tales এর বই থেক সদ  যন বিরেয় 
এেসেছ! 
 Radium Hot Spring এ ১৫ িমিনেটর িব াম 
িনেয় িঠক পুের পৗঁছালাম Wasa Lake এ। 
সু ৎ সন এর বািড়েত িছমছাম lunch --- 
তার পর J u d i ’র সােথ পাড়াটা ঘুের 
এলাম লেকর ধাের—জেল পা ডুিবেয় বশ 
িকছুটা ঘারাঘুির করলাম লক এ - জল 

বরফ-ঠা া নয় ! বশ আরাম লাগেলা ! 
স ায়  Judi’র অিতিথ র া বাস ও িম ু 
বােসর সােথ আলাপ হল – স ায় চাঁদনী 

রােতর আেলায় বশ আেলা ছায়ার আেমজ  
চািরিদেক – dinner এর পর হাটেত খুব 
ভােলা লাগিছল –আমােদর সাথী িছল  Dilip 
দা Anita’র  ছা  িমি  pet ‘DJ’ –  আসার 
সময় পুেরা রা াটুকু আমার কােল বেস 
এেসেছ । খুবই আ ের ও শা  – এখন hair 
cut কের আেরা িছমছাম আর হা া লাগেছ ! 
পরিদন গলাম Kimberly – আমােদর গাইড 
িছল Judi !  খুব সু র সহর – পাহাড় , নদী, 
অসাধারন িমি  একিট খালা shopping Mall  
আর ছা  Mary’sville Falls িদেয় য  কের 
সাজােনা এই শলসহর। Judi আমােদর খুব 
ভােলা কের সব দিখেয় িদল।  বিড়েয় িফের 
এেস W a s a ’র লেকর ধাের নামলাম 
সবাই। স া হেয় আসেছ – লেকর জল 
নীল- গালাপী রে  মায়াময় !  আ ন রঙ 
এর সূয পি ম আকােশ অ  যাে  – আর 
পূব আকােশ পাহােড়র পছন িদেয় একটু 
তামােট রঙ এর চাঁদ উঁিক মারেছ – িক য 
অপূব  এই দশৃ  --  সবাইেক িনবাক কের 
িদেলা – কােরা মুেখ কান কথা নই – িন  
স া – িবমু  চােখ সই অপ প দৃশ  দেখ 
সবাই মেন গঁেথ িনে  িচরিদেনর 

ৃিতেকাঠায় ! 
সখান থেক িফের এেস হািস- মজা, গাল-

গে  স ােবলাটা কাটেলা।  Dilip দার  
বািড়েত স াই িমেল – Bon- ire  এর 
চারপােশ বেস – স া গিড়েয়  পাহােড়র 
কােল গা ছমছেম রােত পৗঁছােলা – সিত , 

উঠেত ইে  করিছেলানা কােরা ! 
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পরিদন পুের lunch এর পর িফের এলাম 
Calgary ত একরাশ আন ময় ৃিত িনেয় 
আর তার সােথ অেনক ছিব digital Camera 
ত ব ী কের । ফরার পেথ Kootney River 

park এ নেমও বশ িকছু সু র ছিব 
তুেলিছলাম।  
পেরর বছর  summer এ আবার আম ন—
এবার Journey আরও মজাদার হেলা আিনতা 
সােথ থাকায়।  চুর গ  সােথ মুিড়মাখা --- 
মােঝ থেম দা ন Numa falls দখলাম। 
ছাট িক  দা ন জেলর তাড় ! একটা ছা  
ীজ িদেয় এেকবাের f a l l s  এর 

ওপর দাঁিড়েয় দখা যায় – নীলেচ সবুজ আর 
সাদা জেলর  জেলর াত এই সু রী 
ঝণািট উপহার িদেয় আবার চেল যাে  
কাথায় ক জােন -- িদেক শা  বেনর সবুজ 

ছায়া্র মাঝ িদেয় !  যা াপেথর িতিট 
জায়গারই অেনক পুরােনা ৃিত অিনতা বেল 
যাি ল ওর িনজ  অননুকরণীয় সাবিলল 
ভ ীেত ! 
পরিদন আর একিট family এেস যাগ িদল। 
এলািহ breakfast আর lunch এ হািস গে র 
জার আরও বেড় গল – পােশর বািড়র Ju-

dir িবখ াত Pina colada drink ও এেস গল 
--যােক বেল এেকবাের সানায় সাহাগা! 
আর িক চাই ! 
Lunch এর পর লক এর িদেক সবাই িমেল 
রওনা িদলাম!  সবুজ ঘােসর পােড় সাদা নরম 
বািলর ওপর িদেয় হঁেট লেক এ নেম 
গলাম সবাই । রােদর তজ বশ ভােলাই ! 

তাই বশ আরাম লাগিছল জেল নেম । বশ 
িকছু ন লেকর জেল হঁেট বড়ালাম,-সাঁতার 
জািননা বেল বশ আে প হি ল। যারা 
সাঁতার জােন তােদর তা আনে র সীমা নই 
! জল থেক উেঠ লেকর ধার িদেয় অেনকটা 
হঁেট গলাম। North America’র ন ায়ী 

Summer – আর এই লেকর জল এেকবােরই 
ঠা া নয় – তাই ব  লােকর আনােগানা চেল 
পুেরা সময় জুেড়। অেনেক speed boat ও 
চািলেয় এপাড় ওপাড় করেছ লেকর জেল 
ঢউ তুেল ! পুেরা জায়গাটা উৎসবমুখর। 

৬টা নাগাদ বািড় িফের dinner এর িত। 
Dilip দা একটা বড় log ধাঁই ধাঁই কের কঠুার 
িদেয় কেট ফলেলন – আমােদর অবাক 
চােখর সামেন ! রােতর Bon- ire  এর 

িত। িডনার সের সবাই ire pit িঘের বেস 
পড়লাম। সােথ  pop corn, corn cobs, 
marsh mellow, wine, coke – মজা-মি র 
উপকরেণর িকছু বাদ নই। গােন, গে , 
হািস-ঠা ায় সময় এিগেয় চলেলা। এমন সময় 
এেলা এক ঝলক বৃি  – ছুট-ছুট –ছুট – 
স াই ছাটা ছুিট কের বারা ায় িগেয় 
বসলাম। একটু পরই বৃি  থেম িগেয় মেঘর 
ফাঁেক চাঁেদর আেলা ! িক  ire pit িভেজ 
যাওয়ােত আর আ ণ ালােনা হলনা। 
বারা ায় বেসই গ  চলেছ এমিন সময় 
হঠাৎ অিনতা চঁিচেয় উঠেলা –“ওই দখ- ওই 
দখ!” সবাই চমেক সিদেক তািকেয় দিখ 

ফুটফুেট চাঁেদর আেলােত একেজাড়া হিরণ 
হিরণী --  অিনতােদর berry গােছর তলায় 
দাঁিড়েয় মুখ তুেল ডাল থেক পাতা খাে - 
আবার মােঝ মােঝ মুখ নীচু কের গােছর 
তলার কিচ ঘাস খাে । কউ নড়লাম না 
জায়গা থেক – ফেটা ও তুললাম না – পােছ 
lash এর আেলােত ভয় পেয় পািলেয় যায় ! 
িক অিব াস  সু র দৃশ ! মন ভের সবাই 
উপেভাগ করলাম – এমন কাছ থেক বেনর 
হিরণ আেগ কখেনা দিখিন ! 
পরিদন আবার সই Kimberly, সই ছা  
িমি  মল, -ওখােন Kimberly’র িবখ াত ice 
cream খলাম সবাই িমেল। 
Mary’sville Falls এর walking Trail িদেয় 
হঁেট হঁেট Falls পয  গলাম –  আরও 

এিগেয় যাওয়া যায় – িক  আেগর িদেনর 
বৃি েত জ েলর ঁিড়পথ িছল বশ পছল – 
আর আকােশও মেঘর ঘনঘটা! তাই আর 
এেগােনা গলনা । িফের এেস গাড়ীেত বসেত 
না বসেতই বৃি । গািড়েত চলেত চলেত একটু 
পরই পাহাড়ী বৃি  থেম গল। সামেনর 
দৃশ পেট ঘন সবুজ বেন ভরা িবরাট পাহাড় – 
আর সই পাহাড় িঘের িবশাল রামধনু – 
একটা নয় –  – েটা !! স য িক ঝলমেল 

গীয় দৃশ  বেল বাঝােনা যােব না ! অেন ন 
ধের সই অপ প দৃশ  উপেভাগ করলাম 
সবাই ! ধীের ধীের এক এক কের েটা 
রামধনুই হা া হেত হেত আকােশ িমিলেয় 
গল। 

রােত িডনার এর পর Dilip দার Cranbrook 
থেক আনা িবশাল Ice cream Tub খালা হল  

তার সােথ িভিডও ত চলিছল বাংলা িসেনমা 
– স ীপ রায় এর ‘িনিশযাপন’।   আমরা 
সবাই ‘একটুই নব – একটুই নব’ বলেত 
বলেত হঠাৎ একসময় দখা গল Tub শষ !  
পরিদন ঘুম থেক উেঠ bumper brunch কের 
বািড় ফরার পালা – স ারই মন কমন 
করেছ ! আর কনই বা করেব না। এেতা 
সু র জায়গা  - আর Kar Villa  ক’িদন 
কাটােনার মধরু অিভ তা ! কমব া  স ের 
জীবন থেক এমন কিৃতর ি  সবুজ কােল 
এেস সবারই মেন হয় যন ব িদন পর বাসী 
িনেজর বািড়েত িফেরেছ। 
তৃতীয় বােরর দা ণ অিভ তা পেরর বােরর 
জন  রইেলা— মশঃ কাশ  ! 
 

- Jayashree Mukherjee 
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E very year on the auspicious 
eighth day of the celebration 
of Durga Puja, we light up 108 

diyas with great devotion to perform 
the Sandhi Puja. The prayer beads 
making up our traditional japa-mala 
or rosary beads forming the prayer 
garlands of many other religions have 
108 beads. Why 108? What’s so 
unique about this cardinal number 
that has made it allegorical? I’m sure 
this question has struck many of our 
minds. Here are some simple yet in-
teresting points to justify the mysti-
cism of the number.  

 Mathematically, 108 is a hyper-
factorial of 3. This means that 11 x22 
x33 = 1x4x27=108. 108 is a multiple of 
18 (6x18) and has the numbers 1 and 
8. 108 is an integer divisible by the 
sum of its digits. (1+8=9; 108 divided 
by 9 gives 12). Geometrically, in a pen-
tagon each of the interior angles 
formed by the adjacent lines equals to 
108 degrees.  

 Numerology has given much 
importance to this number. 108 gives 
us all the numbers from 1 to 9. 
(1+8=9) 

 108 magically connects the 
Earth to the Sun and the moon. The 

average distance between the Sun and 
the moon to the Earth is 108 times 
their respective diameters.  

 Astrology gives profound im-
portance to the journey of the 9 plan-
ets through the 12 zodiac signs. 
(12 9=108). There are 27 nakshatras 
or lunar constellations in the four di-
rections. (27 4=108). The metal sil-
ver represents the moon in astrology. 
Coincidentally, the atomic mass of sil-
ver is 108! Chinese astrology men-
tions 108 sacred stars in its scriptures.  

 We have uniquely been de-
signed by the Creator to have 108 en-
ergy points throbbing within our bod-
ies! The 108 energy points move our 
life force or prana through the system 
of chakras. 108 energy lines or nadis 
converge to our heart chakra (the 
Anahata Chakra). Essentially we must 
work with the 108 gateways of con-
sciousness to realise who we actually 
are! No wonder why the ancient Chi-
nese and Indian civilizations gave im-
portance to the 108 pressure points to 
alleviate many health conditions.  

 Most of our Hindu deities have 
108 names. Our religious texts like the 
Vedas, the Puranas, the Upanishad, and 
the Bhagvad Gita have a close associa-

tion with this number. The Tibetan 
Buddhists believe that there are 108 
sins of the mind while Jainism speaks 
of 108 virtues. The Sikh religion uses 
108 knots to chant their mantras. A 
close friend of mine belonging to the 
Jewish faith, expressed that it is very 
auspicious for them to donate in mul-
tiples of 18 because 108 is a multiple 
of 18 and have the numbers 1 and 8. 
In Japan it a sacred tradition to chime 
bells 108 times on the last day of each 
year to welcome the New Year. 108 is 
also explained by many as a divine 
number where 1 stands for the higher 
or ultimate truth; 0 and the emptiness 
or completeness and 8 as eternity or 
in inity. 

 There are surely many more 
interpretations of the symbolic num-
ber, yet it has convinced millions that 
the use of this multidimensional num-
ber is primarily to help our inner light 
to glow and connect to the cosmic pat-
terns. Many may choose not to delve 
further into mystical queries such as 
these, but surely the connections that 
this number has to several aspects of 
life, make us ponder on the signi i-
cance of why certain things are the 
way they are.  

- Bijoya Bhattacharya 

the MYSTIC number 
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W e Bengalis often say 
that whenever few 
Bengalis assemble, 
they form two or more 
parties. In Bengali lan-

guage we say “ যখােন বা ালী  –  
সখােনই মা কালী আর তার পরই 

দলাদিল !”From one Durga puja to 
multitude of Durga mandaps. 

   Bengali Diaspora nowadays live not 
only in the Indian sub-continent, but 
also all over the world. And there is no 
exception to the rule that we cannot 
live together as a cohesive group. 

I have chosen a topic on Bengali fac-
tionalism in Pre-Independence India, 
as current comparisons may attract 
unnecessary controversies and ran-
cor. 

Before the English took control of 
Bengal, local kings (basically big za-
mindaars) dictated the norms of social 
system for their class subjects. Maha-
raja of Krishnanagar was the main 
patron and he used to take advice 
from the clergy. All norms regarding 
birth, death, weddings, property, so-
cial class restrictions etc used to be 
de ined by the king to maintain social 
harmony and peace. With the advent 
of the colonialists in Bengal, this social 
system started to show cracks. English 
education, migration to the cities, dis-
carding farming to search for jobs in 
cities brought about a new ‘bhadrolok’ 
class. This ‘bhadrolok’ class consisted 
of elite and the middle class or as the 
English addressed them as ‘babus’. 
This new ‘bhadrolok’ class had to be 
ruled by some system, otherwise how 

would the leaders ensure that no one 
marries anyone from other caste or 
religion and no one marries a widow. 
Thus a few controlling groups (  ) 
started to grow from this class.  

These controlling groups showed 
their existence in a big way in later 
part of 18th century Bengal. The elite 
class took main control. First 
Nabakrishna Deb, later his grand-son 
Radhakanto Deb. From Thakur family, 
initially Prince Dwarkanath Thakur, 
later his son Debendranath and 
Hemendranath. Again, there were 
groups based on caste. Like in North 
Calcutta, were Sheth-Basaks. Subarna 
Baniks had their group in Mallik clan. 
These groups maintained wonderful 
social equilibrium within their groups 
and subjects, until in ighting within 
themselves brought about factional-
ism in their groups itself. Ashutosh 
Deb came out of Radhakanto Deb and 
formed his own group. Prasanna 
Thakur came out of Jorasanko Thakur 
family. Thakur family was split be-
tween Brahmos and Hindus. Two 
houses on Chitpore Road viz plots 5 
and 6 Chitpore Road (later Rabindra 
Sarani), which were joined together 
by a “sanko” - or a wooden Bridge 
(like our +15 here), called Jorasanko, 
formed the only union. No. 5 remained 
Hindus and No. 6 became Brahmos. 

This factionalism however, did not 
ruin the Bengali rather, with advent of 
19th century, brought about a Renais-
sance in Bengal by continuous dialogs, 
debates. In 1828, Ram Mohan Roy 
started to debate “Satidaho” 

evil, Jorasnko Thakur family gave him 
vehement support, whereas Ra-
dhkaanto Deb opposed him through 
his organization “Dharma Sabha” . An-
other staunch opposition came from 
Ramkamal Sen, grandfather of Keshav 
Chandra Sen. Vidyasagar took im-
mense pains to ight with these Sana-
tan or orthodox groups when he cam-
paigned for social reforms in permit-
ting widow marriage. He set an exam-
ple by marrying his son to a widow, 
that time un-imaginable for a Brahmin 
to do so, and more so when Vidyasa-
gar himself was a Principal of the San-
skrit College.  At the same time, these 
rival groups showed amazing unity in 
spreading education in Bengal by 
opening new schools, colleges, college 
for women (Bethune College) and also 
formed irst union against British mis-
rule by forming “British Indian Associ-
ation”, with encouragement of a Chris-
tian missionary called James Long. 
Both the groups were part of of ice 
bearers of this Association. 
Rabindranath who considered 
Bankimchandra as his literary guru, 
confronted him when it came to de-
bates on Hinduism. Tagore was a 
Brahmo and strong believer in mono-
theism and opposed to any form of 
idolatry, whereas Bankim was a sup-
porter of Sanatandharma. Lot of liter-
ary exchanges took place between 
these two stalwarts on many social 
issues but they never espoused any 
personal enmity or ill-feeling towards 
each other. Tagore was however, 
deeply anguished by constant bicker-
ing and unworthy criticism of his 
works by his literary contemporaries 

Bengali 
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like D L Roy and Sajanikanto Das, and 
later by Dilip Kumar Roy ( son of D L 
Roy) who lived in Aurobindo Ashram 
in Auroville, Pondicherry. On social 
grounds, Bramos got split into Adi and 
Nabo Brahmo samaj when Keshav Sen 
was expelled from Brahmo Samaj by 
Debendranath and Hemendranath in 
1867 when they saw Keshav was try-
ing to make the samaj a Christian faith 
based. Debendranath kept control of 
Adi Brahmo Samaj. It was interesting 
to see that Debendranath appointed 
Keshav, a Baidya in caste as Acharya 
of Brahmo Samaj, irst time a non-
brahmin to hold this post. Keshav be-
came General Secretary of his faction, 
with God as President ( a good lesson 
for us in present day context!). 

One simple in appearance temple 
priest from Daksniswar changed life 
and belief of Keshav Sen. He travelled 
to Calcutta and met all dissenting 
leaders from Hindu faith. Deben-
dranath gave him a cold shoulder, as 
he was repelled by Ramakrisha’s rus-
tic look and converastions. Keshav 
initially did not take much interest in 
him but later got attracted towards his 
strong mysticism and bhaktibad. Now 
Keshav was returning to Hinduism. 
His followers and colleagues in Naba 
Brahmo Samaj got angry and on the 
excuse of Keshav marrying his under-
age daughter Suniti to Maharaja of 
Coochbehar, Nripendra Narayan Deb 
in 1878, parted company with him. 
They called him as following double-
standard as Keshav was that time 
campaigning against child marriage 
system in Bengal. Keshav renamed his 
group as Nabo Bidhan Sabha and his 
detractors formed Sadharon Brahmo 
Samaj. 

A little divergence from the topic-
Keshav Sen’s daughter Suniti was 
grandmother of our day famous Mah-
rani Gayatri Devi. Kesab Sen was head 
of Nabo Brahmo Samaj, and their 
prayers of Brohmo took the format of 
a church. After prayer meetings in 
Nabo Brahmo Samaj, dinner (“pankti-
bhojan”) used to be served, and com-
mon gentry used to think they came to 
a Christian meeting. In Dacca Brahmo 
Samaj, after such dinner the devotees 
used to shout “Joy Chhristhaner joy”.   

Thakur Sri Ramakrishna used to love 
Keshav Sen immensely , who was a 
predecessor of Vivekananda. Keshav’s 
proximity with the church gave im-
mense interest in this simple priest 
for the English Christain missionaries. 
Ramakrishana used to adorably say 
about Keshav-“Edaning behmo-
gyanira dole dole amaar kachhe 
aschhe”. 

Meanwhile, a new educated profes-
sional elite with English education 
started to oppose the control of Za-
mindars in the British Indian Assoca-
tion. Surendranath Banerjee formed a 
new association called Indian Associa-
tion. In 1885 Indian National Congress 
took birth of which Surendranath be-
came a leading igure. Soon  new ire-
brand “Young Turks” like Bipinchan-
dra Pal and Arurobindo Ghosh started 
to challenge the leadership of the old 
guards and Congress became a split 
party in 1907 between Hard-liners 
and Soft-liners (“Narampanthi and 
Charampanthi”). On all India level, 
these  Hardliners were known as Lal-
Bal-Pal meaning a group of hardliners 
comprising of Lala Lajpat Rai of Pun-
jab, Balgangadhar Tilak of Maharastra 

and Bipin Pal of Bengal. In literary 
ields too, Bengal saw divide. Suren-

dranath’s “Bengali” magazine saw a 
sharp rival in Matilal Ghosh’s “ Am-
ritabazar Patrika”. But amazingly, dur-
ing anti- Bengal Partition “banga-
bhanga”  Movement ( 1905-08) all 
these groups joined their hands to-
gether. Thus we saw Rabindranath, 
Aurobindo, Matilal , Bipin Pal, Suren-
dranath –all on a common platform 
and  on protest march on the streets 
of Calcutta singing “bidhir bandhon 
bhangbe tumi – emon shaktimaan, 
tumi ki emni shaktimaan?”. On coun-
try’s larger interest, their individual 
egos and rivalry melted away. 

After successful anti Banga-Bhanga 
Movement, the  Bengla Congress again 
saw rivalry among groups. To curb 
Subhash Bose’s in luence, Jawaharlal 
and Gandhi propped-up a rival group 
in Bengal with leadership of Jatin-
dramohan Sengupta ( and his wife 
Nelly Sengupta). Subhash Bose got fed
-up and left Congress to form Forward 
Block party. Both these groups, how-
ever, joined hands during 1942-Quit 
India movement, though Subhas leav-
ing the country by then. 

Nirad Chaudhury in his book 
“Atmaghati Bangali” has pointed out 
so many con licts and contradictions 
in Bengali life in Bengal’s long history, 
from banga-bhanga to naxalbari. He 
felt these were suicidal for the Benga-
lis. We don’t know whether it built-up 
a strong character and genre in Ben-
gali or brought ruins. Only time will 
tell.

Bengali vs (contd.) 

- Prabhat Mukherjee 
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Accounting Services 

Preparation of Financial Statements 

Personal & Corporate Taxes 

Goods & Service Tax (GST) 

Payroll Services 

Share Portfolio 

Project Report 

Contact: (403) 813 5207 

Fax: (403) 243 6525 

narenbha@telusplanet.net 

#529-5075 Falconridge Blvd NE  

Fax: (403) 569 9666 

(403) 235 6808 

(403) 827 0875 

#144, 1935 - 32 AVENUE N.E. 
CALGARY, Alberta   T2E7C8 

arafique@cirrealty.ca 
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স ময় ১৯৭১। িবে র মানিচে  ছা  একিট দশ পািক ান। 
সখােন জেগ উেঠেছ এক পাশিবক উ তা। বাইেরর পৃিথবীর 

অেনেকই এর নাম িদল গৃহযু । িক  পূব পািক ান অিধবাসী 
বা ালীর কােছ তা অি ে র লড়াই। ২৫ শ মাচ কােলা রােত 
পি মা িমিলটাির ঝাঁিপেয় পড়েলা িনরীহ বা ালীর ওপর। তােদর 

থম টােগট ছা  আর বুি জীবী। ঢাকা িব িবদ ালেয়র জগ াথ 
হেলর সম  ছা েদর এক লাইেন দাড় কিরেয় াশ ফায়ার কের 
মের ফলা হয়। উে শ  িতবাদী বা ালীর ম দ  ভে  
দয়া। এই গে র নায়ক ানীয় সরকারী কেলেজর িশ ক। এই 

ভ েলাক নানা কারেণ মফ েলর ানীয় বুি জীবী তািলকায় 
থম সািরেত। এলাকার সবাই তাঁেক এক নােম চেন। কােজই 

টপ টােগট। বশ িকছুিদন ধেরই িতিন রাজৈনিতক হাওয়া পা া 
হাওয়ার িদেক সতক নজর রাখিছেলন। সামেন মহা িবপদ 
অনুমান কের ২৪ শ মাচ েটা ছাট ছেল, স ান স বা ী, 
ছাট ছাট কেয়কিট ভাই, িতন বান আর মা ক িনেয় শহর 
ছেড় িতিন আ য় িনেলন ােম। পছেন পের রইল এতিদেনর 

আ য় আর স য়। আর িঠক পেরর িদন হানাদার বািহনী ানীয় 
রাজাকার সহায়তায় শহরিটেত চালায় পাশিবক িনধন য । মা  
একিদেনর জেন  বঁেচ গল পিরবারিট। 

এর পেরর কেয়ক মাস িত মুহূেত মৃতু  ক পাশ কািটেয় যাওয়া 
এক পিরবােরর অিন য়তায় চলা। কখেনা চনা কখেনা অেচনা 
মানুেষর বাসায় আ য় িনেত হয় অজানা আশংকায়। কখেনা 
পিরিচত জেনর অ তু আচরণ, আবার কখেনা স ণূ 
অপিরিচেতর অপূব আিতেথয়তা। িহেসব িব ােনর এই িশ কেক 

িতিদন িহেসব কষেত হয় িক ভােব পুেরা পিরবারেক র া 
করেব। বয় া মা। সু রী ী অনাগত স ানেক বেয় িনেয় 
চেলেছন, ই পা ফুেল ঢাল হেয় গেছ। ছাট বড় সকেলর 
পেকেট সামান  িকছু টাকা আর কেয়কিট িঠকানা রেখ দয়া 
হেয়েছ। অব া িবেশেষ কউ আলাদা হেয় পড়েল কােজ লাগেত 
পাের। ছাট ছেলটােক কােল কের সই অন কাল ধের 
অনািদকােলর িদেক যাওয়া। ছেলিট এমিনেত শা , িক  
বয়েসর তুলনায় একটু বশীই না স নু স। ফেল কউ কােল 
িনেত চায় না। কােজই পুেরাটা সময় অগত া বচারা িশ ক ডােন 
বােঁয় কের টেন চেলেছন।  হােত িপতৃে র সুপাির। অন  এক 
কািট উ া র মেতাই এরাও ধীের ধীের এেগােত থােক ভারতীয় 

সীমাে র িদেক।  

অবেশেষ বুিঝ সব য ণার শষ হয়। ওই তা দখা যায় বডার। 
িশ ক পিরবারিট চেলেছন একটা ছাট খােটা দেলর সােথ। এ 
রকম একিট দেলর সােথ িভেড় যাওয়ার সুিবেধ হাল, 
আেশপােশ সুিবধাবাদী মানষু থাকেলও সহেজ ঘাটােত যােব না। 
সামেন একটা ধুেলার রা া দখা যাে । িকছু ণ পর পর 
পািক ানী িজপ এখােন টহল দয়। খবর িঠক থাকেল িত ২০ 
িমিনট পের পের এই টহল। একটা িজপ চেল গেল ওর িমিলেয় 
যাবার আেগই িদেত হেব দৗড়। যতটা পারা যায় নীরেব িনঃশে  
িবড়ােলর মেতা। সমেয়র একটু এিদক ওিদক হেলই পুেরা 
দলেক িদেত হেব চরম মূল ।  িদন আেগই একটা পুেরা দল 
াশ ফায়াের এখােন িনি  হেয় গেছ। বা া েলােক খুব 

ভােলা কের বাঝােনা হাল। বয় েদর ঝুিরেত কের তেুল নয়া 
হয় মাথায়। ত পুেরা দল। ধু িধ  িধ  শ  বুেক, পারেল 
সটােকও ওরা ব  কের রােখ। আর িঠক এ সময় ছাট ছেলর 

িচৎকার। সহসা এই শে  অজানা আশংকায় পুেরা দল িশউের 
ওেঠ। অসহায় িশ ক আর তাঁর ী সহ  চ া কের স শ  
থামােত। িবিধ বাম। য ছেল এতটা পথ িছল শা  স যন আজ 
পণ কেরেছ থামেব না। চারপােশর ভয়াত িবর  চাখ যন িগেল 
খােব ওেদরেক। - ফেল িদন মশাই। এর জন  আমরা িক সকেল 
জীবন দব? এেক িনেয় পার হেত গেল আমরা সবাই ধরা 
পড়েবা। 

 

ছেলেক আেরা সেজাের বুেক চেপ ধরেলন িশ ক। তার পের 
কান িদেক না তািকেয়  কেরন তাঁর দৗড়। িহসাব িব ােনর 

িশ ক এখন কান িহেসেবর তায়া া কেরন না। িপেছ ফেল 
রেখ চেলন যত িহেসব, যত স য়, যত অজন। িনয়িত এই চরম 

পরী ার পের তাঁেদরেক সাদের বরণ কের নন ভারতীয় 
সীমাে । পাঁচেকািট মানুেষর জনপদ পি ম বাংলা কােছ টেন 
নয় তদািন ন পূব পািক ান মােন আজেকর বাংলােদশ থেক 

আগত এক কািট উ া েক। বা ালীর িত বা ালীর এই 
সহানুভিূত -আ িলকতা আর ধমীয় বষেম র অেনক ওপের ান 
কের নয়। স সমেয়র না স নু স সই ছেলিট আিম যােক 
বুেক জিড়েয় আমার ি য় ব ু িশ ক বাবা তাঁর জীবনেক বািজ 
রেখিছেলন। 

 

আমার ৭১ 

- স ীপন সান াল 

- ফেল িদন মশাই। এর জন  আমরা 
িক সকেল জীবন দব? এেক িনেয় পার 
হেত গেল আমরা সবাই ধরা পড়েবা। 
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Happy Durga Puja 2014 to all !! 

Ratna, Mintu, Swarup (Tyler) Bose 
Arup (Tony), Barnali, Anik Bose  
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Platinum Sponsor 

Greetings and best wishes of Durga Puja to all !! 

Asim and Sanjukta Ghosh 
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Greetings and best wishes of Happy Durga Puja 
2014 to all BAC Members and Well-wishers  

Dr. Jayashri and Dr. Dilip Nandi 

Rohan and Aryan  
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Platinum Sponsor 

Greetings and best wishes of Durga Puja to all !! 

Anonymous 
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 Best wishes to one and all on this auspicious occasion  

Aarit, Aashika,  
Aarushi, Abaantika and Abhoy Ganguli  
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Platinum Sponsor 

Best wishes to all of you for Sharadiya Durga Puja 

Rajat, Monalisa & Rahul Ghosal 
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Saradiya Shuvechhya to all BAC Members and 
Well-wishers 

 Santosh and Mitali Majumdar  
Sumita & Nathan and Supriya & Sal  
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Platinum Sponsor 

Greetings and best wishes of Durga Puja to all !! 

Dr. Jiban Krishna, Aparna, Dr. Debasis, Dr. 
Priya, Dr. Ananya & Jogita Das 



#STORYBOARD 
@ BAC Calgary 



# STORYBOARD CONTINUED... 



# STORYBOARD CONTINUED... 



# STORYBOARD CONTINUED... 



# STORYBOARD CONTINUED... 



# STORYBOARD CONTINUED... 



# STORYBOARD CONTINUED... 
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Gold Sponsor 
Greetings and best wishes of Durga Puja to all !! 

Prodipto, Rupa, Monidipta and Diptorup Ghosh  
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I n Kolkata Durga Puja is a grand affair. I re-
member seeing every nook and corner of Kol-
kata being decorated with amazing light 

works. The best part about Durga Puja for me was seeing 
the joy and happiness on everyone’s faces. I could feel the 
spirit of Puja in the air much before the start of the actual 
festival. We say Durga Puja is a four day event but prepara-
tions for Puja start a long time before that. Not only all the 
Puja committees and clubs start preparing Pandals but 
common people like me start shopping for friends and fam-
ily.  

Every household buys something new for the house 
as well. We would get a ten day holiday from school during 
Puja to enjoy and have fun. Every year I and my parents 
went to different Pandals and we always made sure that 
we visited the best ones. My father used to take me Pandal 
hopping almost every night. The Pandals, the idol and the 
decorations, represented different concepts and ideas. It 
was nice to see how creative artists could be and how eve-
ry artist thinks about Maa Durga in a different way and de-
pict his/her thoughts through the idol and the Pandal.  

I remember once going to Kumar-Tuli with my 
mother before Puja. There I could see the process of mak-
ing the Durga idols. Some artists were making the basic 
shape of the idol with straw and clay while others were 
busy painting their beautiful idols. There were many shops 

that were selling decorations like lower garland and jew-
ellery for the idol and wonderful artworks for the Pandals. 
For me Durga Puja was always a very exciting and fun 
illed time.  

 At the end of Puja there was the melancholy part, the 
Visarjan. I would go to Babughat to see Visarjan every year 
and would always be sad to see Maa Durga loat away! 
Thousands of people gather at the bank of river Ganga to 
say goodbye to the Mother.  But as the saying goes all good 
things must come to an end, Puja is no exception to that. 
And then starts the wait for the next year! 

I remember eating delicious Bhog at the Pan-
dals at noon and lots of street food during the 
evenings. My mother would make some special 
food at home like Biriyani on Navami and Ilish 
Maach on Dashami. 

- Aarushi Roychoudhury 

My Memories of Durga Puja in 

Kolkata 



Low Rates, Excellent service 

RUPOSHI BANGLA 
mmeat, fish and grocery store 

722-5075 FALCONRIDGE BLVD NE, CALGARY T3J 3K9 

403-798-2339 

587-718-3251 

587-700-2280 

NEW 
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Zoom!  Whoosh! 
Roared the 

plane engine as it lew through the 
dark night of 29th of June, and towards 
the beautiful city of Toronto. This 
summer, my mom, my brother and I 
vacationed in Toronto, Ontario during 
my two months summer break, as we 
joined my Dad, who was unfortunate-
ly separated from us due to his job 
location. We visited many wonderful 
places, while having a marvelous time 
together.  

When we arrived in Toronto 
we stayed in a rented house, where 
the owner and his family went on 
their own trip to visit India, leaving 
the whole house to ourselves. During 
the weekdays nothing special oc-
curred, as I remained in the house, 
except going to the public library and 
swimming every day for a little over 
an hour. Almost all the weekends, on 
the other hand, were anything but or-
dinary! 

On the eve of Canada Day, the 
30th of June, we cruised along the 
coast line of downtown Toronto at 
night, and experienced a close up view 
of spectacular and spellbound ire-
works celebrating Canada Day. On 

Canada day we visited one of my dad’s 
college friends who happened to live 
very near to where we were staying, 
and had a child named Souvik was 
around my age. We decided to go to 
an open park, where we had a great 
time passing the Frisbee and munch-
ing on barbecue, and soon we became 
good friends, despite meeting for only 
a day. After the sunset we viewed an-
other irework show in honour of Can-
ada day, and although this one was 
shorter, it was as mind-blowing as the 
one I experienced on the cruise. 

We stayed in the city during 
the irst weekend of July visiting To-
ronto Kalibari, and other monumental 
places in Toronto.  

Next weekend on 12th July, 
both our families headed towards 
Blue Mountain. After our three-hour 
drive we checked into our booked ho-
tel, ate a quick lunch and ventured 
through the “scenic caves adventure”. 
We trekked along a path that led to-
wards a fabulous suspension bridge. 
Once the bridge was thoroughly ex-
plored, we headed towards the scenic 
caves trail. Once we arrived to the sce-
nic caves zone, we hiked along a route 
that led to many unique caves. 

Although each cave had a spe-
cial feature, the most enjoyable cave, 
in my opinion, was called “fat man’s 
misery”, in which to get to the other 
side, a very narrow exit had to be 
crossed. Only my brother, Souvik, and 
I passed, as our parents were nervous 
that they would not make the tight 
squeeze. Another cave that I really 
enjoyed was a natural chilly cave illed 
with icy surfaces, which First Nations 
used to store their food supplies.  

The next day we visited Wasa-
ga Beach where my brother and I 
were enjoying the enormous waves, 
as we would not get this opportunity 
in Calgary. What made Wasaga Beach 
special from other beaches is the fact 
that it is the longest freshwater beach-

VACATION 

My 2014 
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es in the world with 14 kilometres of 
sandy, safe shoreline and showcased 
outstanding sunsets on the Georgian 
Bay. From there, we drove to Midland 
for 30,000 Islands Boat Cruises. Sadly, 
we had to return back without the 
cruise, as no boat was operative, that 
day being the World Cup Soccer inal. 
However, due to the cancelation of the 
cruise, I and my family were able to 
hear about Germany’s triumph over 
Argentina.    

 For our next adventure on the 
20th of July, we went to the African Lion 
Safari.  On the safari trail, we spotted 
animals roaming in the open while we 
stayed out of harm inside of our car. 
We saw many fascinating wildlife in-
cluding lions, chimpanzees, and my 
favourite, the baby kangaroos. Luckily, 
we came on a special day which fea-
tured a dog leading a pack of enthusi-
astic elephants into a huge lake. Over-
all, it was a fantastic day where I was 
able to experience African wildlife 
close-up, and learned many facts, and 
wonderful tricks.  

The next weekend we planned 
a four-day car trip in which my family 
and I would visit cities outside of To-
ronto with Souvik and his family. Our 

irst destination was Algonquin Na-
tional Park. By the time we reached 
Algonquin it was dark out, so it was 
decided that we would gaze upon the 
wonders of space through a high-
power telescope that Souvik’s family 
had brought. Unfortunately, the tele-
scope was stationed beside the Ox-
tongue Lake, which caused dew to 
form on its lens; therefore we were 
forced to end our observation earlier 
than planned. However, we managed 
to see many fascinating planets and 
stars up close, including Jupiter, Sat-
urn, the Andromeda Galaxy, and Pluto. 
I personally found Saturn to be the 
most awe-inspiring, due to its glorious 
icy rings.  

After breakfast next morning, 
everyone went into pairs and hopped 
on the canoes; I paired with Souvik 
while my mom, dad and my brother 
were in a same canoe; at irst I did not 
succeed at paddling, but after a while 
Souvik taught me an easy manoeuvre, 
and I started to get the hang of it. 
Soon, him and I were racing his par-
ents, which we won by a landslide. 
However, the rest of my family were 
not doing very well, as they got 
jammed on the coastline. Luckily for 
them, I and my canoe partner were 
able to rescue my family making their 
way back to the dock. Once the canoe-
ing activity was inished, both our 
family’s agreed to stopover at a water-
fall, named Ragged Falls. When we 
arrived at the location, we had to hike 
up a path that eventually led to an ar-
ea right next to the waterfall. It was 
absolutely stunning; we spent almost 
an hour admiring its beauty. Once we 
were about to leave, my brother clum-

sily fell down into the upstream of the 
falls, luckily nothing major happened, 
as he emerged harmless, and eventu-
ally we all had a good laugh about the 
incident. Afterwards we drove back to 
the motel, and tried kayaking, which 
in my opinion, was more exciting than 
canoeing, as the kayaks sail more 
swiftly, with greater speeds. Only did 
we stop when nightfall arrived, and 
everyone was starving for home-made 
barbecue.  

 Next morning we headed 
towards Kingston while Souvik’s fami-
ly went back to Toronto to pick up 
their pet dog, Max, from a facility that 
agreed to look after him for the week-
end. Once we crossed the United 
States Border, and arrived to our des-
tination, Alexandria Bay, we cruised 
through the American side of the 1000 
islands on a massive ship and ob-
served over hundreds of gorgeous is-
lands during our 3 hour tour. Nearly 
every island had a mansion, cabin, or a 
castle built on it, and we were fortu-
nate to be allowed to venture through 
an old, nonetheless tall castle, which 
had been built on one of the larger 
islands I had found from the ship. 
Once inside the Castle, I discovered 
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the building was named after the own-
ers, the Boldt family. Inside the enor-

mous structure of multistoried palace, 
there were fancy versions of everyday 
items, such as beds, dining rooms, 
bathrooms, and kitchens. When we 
inished roaming through the castle, 

we sailed through the evening, admir-
ing the islands beauty in the dim light. 
During our cruise, my brother and I 
were given the opportunity to drive 
the vessel for a period of time, and we 
were both handed certi icates of being 
capable to drive a ship.  

We returned back to Canada 
and stayed in booked rooms at the 
Queen’s University. We spent our last 
day at Kingston by visiting nearby 
landmarks including heritage parks, 
forts, and another round of cruise on 
1000 islands, this time on Canada’s 
side. We also visited the house which 
has been turned into a museum for 
the irst prime minister of Canada, 
John A Macdonald. Through the muse-
um, I did not learn many new or excit-
ing things, as I already uncovered his 
story during my social studies class 
last year. However, my parents and 
brother acquired many details about 

who John A Macdonald really was, 
such as how he and three other mem-
bers were irst to have the idea to 
bring the separate provinces, Ottawa, 
Quebec, Prince Edward Island, and 
Nova Scotia, together to form one 
country with the same laws, and gov-
ernment. My family also realised that 
John A Macdonald recommended con-
structing the CPR, Canadian Paci ic 
Railroad, whose purpose would be to 
make travelling, and trading goods 
more simple, and quick. We drove 
back to Toronto at midnight full of 
beautiful memories that I will relish 
on forever.. 

Next long weekend, we went 
on another trip to cover the major 
French cities of Canada; Montreal, 
Quebec City and Ottawa. We left To-
ronto on the afternoon of Thursday 
and arrived at Montreal after a six 
hour drive. It was passed 11 PM when 
we arrived, so we immediately went 
to bed in our inn. The following day, 
we continued our road-trip leading to 
our inal terminus, the irst settlement 
of Quebec. During our stay in the 
town, I saw many forts, cathedrals, 
and docks, but the structure that 
struck out the most to me was a gigan-

tic brick wall whose purpose was to 
stop invaders from attacking the set-
tlement. We stayed the night at out-
skirts of Quebec City, named Stock-
holm in a beautiful hiking and skiing 
resort. Once every historical area in 
the City including Montmorency Falls 
was observed, we drove back to Mon-
treal. 

After the sun rose on third 
morning, my family and I wandered 
the streets of Montreal, inding many 
old churches, cathedrals, and many 
more religious monuments. We visit-
ed places like Olympic park, Biodome, 
Insectarium, as well as the Planetari-
um. Since we had nothing better to 
accomplish, and the whole point of 
driving six hours to Montreal was to 
have an enjoyable time, we bought 
passes to enter both the Biodome and 
Insectarium. Unfortunately, the plane-
tarium had no more available tickets; 
hence we were not able to learn about 
the mysteries that lay inside. First we 
travelled through the Biodome where 
habitats for over hundreds of unique, 
endangered species of wildlife, includ-
ing reptiles, nocturnal, birds, mam-
mals, vegetation, and my personal fa-
vourite, the sea creatures. Among the 
sea creatures lay sting rays, piranhas, 
star ish, sharks, coral reefs, otters, 
and penguins, which I adored the 
most, due to their astonishing ability 
to swim. After our remarkable tour of 
the Biodome was completed, we en-
tered the insectarium facility. In this 
insect exhibit, there was a wide mar-
gin of insects, as well as many inter-
esting facts, such as how male butter-
lies tend to be more colourful than 

female butter lies. Also, some butter-
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lies are born with a deformation that 
leads it to have one side that has the 
characteristics of a male, while the 
other side is female; these defor-
mations are very rare as these types of 
butter lies cannot mate. Out of all the 
insects, I found the “Hercules beetle” 
to be the most rousing, as it is a gigan-
tic beetle larger than the size of a com-
puter mouse. When we were inished 
noticing all the diverse bugs we made 
our way to a relative’s apartment who 
had invited us to visit during our sum-
mer vacation in Toronto. Once we 
reached their apartment my parents 
started a conversation, while I and my 
brother read comics from “Calvin and 
Hobbes”. After a wonderful dinner at 
their place, we said our goodbyes and 
made our way back to our lodge in 
Montreal.  

With a good night sleep and a 
delicious breakfast in the morning, we 
made our way to the capital city of 
Canada. One of the most signi icant 
structures in Ottawa is of course the 
parliament, where prime ministers 
are elected, and laws are made. Sadly 
we were not given the opportunity to 
explore inside of the house of parlia-
ment, as every available ticket had 
already been distributed to the public. 
Nevertheless, we still had a delightful 
stay at Ottawa, as we the toured Royal 
Canadian Mint, where Canadian mon-
ey is printed. A 40 lb gold bar was put 
on display for the public to observe. 
We bought a few coins that are not 
available for purchase anywhere else, 
as a memento before leaving the mint. 
After completing visits of forts and 
other museums including a nature’s 
museum, we drove back to Toronto, 

where we were to prepare for our 
next activity. 

I got a pleasant surprise from 
my dad as he revealed a pair of tickets 
to watch the ATP 1000 men’s inals 
from the Roger’s Cup Stadium. After 
the doubles game was inished, and 
the singles was approaching, the at-
mosphere was fantastic, as the stadi-
um illed up with thousands of enthu-
siastic fans cheering for Roger 
Federer. In the end, Tsonga won in 
straight sets, but I still had a great 
time experiencing my irst Tennis 
game.  

Next Sunday on 17th August, 
once we arrived at Canada’s Wonder-
land, the biggest amusement park in 
Canada, and authenticated our tickets, 
we stopped by a waterfall to stare 
with disbelief as professional divers 

dropped down the highest point of the 
waterfall and plummeted down to the 
end of the falls. However, they man-
aged to step out of the waterfall with 
grinning faces and no injuries or even 
a trickle of sweat. After the stunt we 
made our way to the actual rides. Af-
ter almost twelve hours and dozens 

upon dozens of rides, we inally left 
the amusement park, but we went 

with smiles and an astounding time. 
Wonderland is beyond comparison to 
the Calaway Park in Calgary, not only 
in size, but also the quality of the 
rides. Every ride I experienced that 
day was remarkable, whether it be the 
enormous roller coasters, or 4-D mov-
ies, or the water park. Every amuse-
ment park has a standout ride, and for 
me the stunning ride was a standing 
rollercoaster, where one would be 
held in place by just a belt, and the 
machine would reach rapid speeds as 
the vehicle travelled downwards.  

For our last vacation spot, we 
visited Niagara Falls on 22nd August. 
Despite the fact that we already seen 
the beauties of Niagara Falls four 
times, this time was no different, if not 
better. It was dusk when we arrived, 
which displayed the exquisiteness of 
the falls far better than in the daylight, 
as it was enclosed with glowing rain-
bow colours. Multi-coloured ireworks 
cracked above the falls at 10 pm, mak-
ing the moment even more outstand-
ing. As the show came to a closure, a 
massive wave of ireworks burst, 
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lighting up the dark evening, as well 
as the faces of the crowd. We stayed in 
an inn near Niagara Falls, resting to 
prepare us for the events in the next 
morning.  

After breakfast, we bought an 
adventure pass, which allowed us to 

participate in all of the four activities 
one may partake at the falls. First, we 
went on a boat cruise of the falls, 
which wasn’t so spectacular, as I had 
been through the cruise two years 
ago. Next we watched a 4-D movie 
about the creation of Niagara Falls, 
which was de initely my favourite ad-
venture, due to the water falling down 
from above us, and other effects that 
made it very realistic. It felt like we 
were on a vessel driving on high speed 
upstream the Niagara Falls and ap-
proaching very close to the Falls with 
a fear of going down, but suddenly the 
vessel diverted and I took a deep  
breadth of relief. Following the movie, 
we went through a long tunnel, which 
eventually led to Behind the Falls, 
where I and my family had a breath-
taking view of the falls. Our last loca-
tion at Niagara Falls was another 
watching point, this time at the bot-

tom of the falls near level eight rapids, 
one of the most hazardous torrents in 
all of Canada.  

Even though all the adven-
tures were completed at Niagara Falls, 
we came upon an amusement park 
located very close to Niagara Falls, 
thus we decided we may as well enter 
a few of the rides that seem enjoyable.  
The irst ride was a 6-D movie, where 
I was meant to be a cop, chasing after 
a robber who had apparently stolen a 
bank in the safari. Although the story 
was fairly childish, I found the anima-
tions, effects, and movements to be 
entertaining, and match well with the 
events happening on the screen. Once 
the movie ended, and I handcuffed the 
criminal, I and my brother moved on 
to our next ride, a 4-D interactive 
shooter game. In this interactive blast-
ing ride, I went through a haunted cas-
tle, while shooting the foul beasts for 
points, at the end of the ride; I ended 
up with 900 points, while my brother 
only achieved 700 points. Next we 
went to a haunted castle with some 
other kids around my age, nonetheless 
they were as spooked as my little 
brother, who was leading the way 
through the mansion illed with 
treacherous inventions. When we 
found the exit out of the daunting 
structure, we practically trampled 
each other to get out and onto the 
sweet streets of Niagara. Finally, we 
approached our last ride in not only 
Niagara, but our summer vacation, 
which happened to be another 4-D 
ilm. This movie I was a rat who was 

speed racing in toy cars with his bud-
dies to win a gold trophy, which pre-
sumably belonged to the owners of 

the house. After many twists and 
turns, I managed to beat my competi-
tion and stand on the irst place in the 
podium, holding the trophy high 
enough for the adoring crowd to cele-
brate.  

To be completely honest, 
when I irst heard that we were stay-
ing in Toronto for our summer vaca-
tion, I was not very excited, as I was 
going to miss my friends in Calgary, 
but at the end I was really glad I spent 
my summer break here with my fami-
ly, and managed to take part in amaz-
ing events, and visit places many peo-
ple can’t even imagine going to. So in 
the end I will de initely miss Toronto 
and hope that I will one day be able to 
spend another vacation here.  

- Anindya De 
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my memories... 
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Silver Sponsor 

DJ Kar (Sept 15, 2000 ~  July 2014) 
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Krishna, Aditya & Indrajit Siddhanta 

Greetings and best wishes of Durga Puja to all !! 
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Arundhati and Debasis Chatterjee 
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Silver Sponsor 

Kalyan, Kairabi & Indrani Roy 

Greetings and best wishes of Durga Puja to all !! 



 

Monica Sur  



 

T his summer I took a 
leap of faith and em-
barked on a journey, 
without my parents, 

to the country of beautiful sights, rich 
culture and luscious history: India. 
Although I have been to India before, 
this was my irst time travelling to 
Chennai, a city in the southernmost 
part of this exquisite country. Chennai, 
Tamil Nadu is located on the peninsu-
lar extremity which collectively forms 
South India. From the luscious foliage 
to the warm grainy sand and the roll-
ing tides of pleasantly temperate sea-
water, this place was an amazing scen-
ery, taken right out of an illustrious 
book. However, the serene beaches 
were not all that India had to offer, 
bustling cities and the beauty of the 
chaotic markets were also an extraor-
dinary sight, people making their way 
through the crowds, living life 
through a perceptive lens. Aside from 
that, South India is also the origin of 
many classical dance forms including 
Bharathanatyam, and this was the pri-
mary reason I had commenced my 
journey all the way from Calgary, Al-
berta. 

Bharathanatyam is an ancient 
classical dance form, and it has been 
codi ied in the Natya Shastra. It de-
picts every aspect of stagecraft in In-
dia from the costumes, to the postures 
and even the make-up. It has come to 
in luence many forms of art and credit 
is typically attributed to Bharatha Mu-
ni. Bharathanatyam is a compilation of 
the words BHA- bhava, RA- ragam, 
THA- taalam and NATYAM means 
dance. This particular dance form is 

known for the purity and devotion a 
dancer must portray for God, as well 
as the stories they must tell with their 
expressions.  

Since I was six, I have grown to 
love dance and it is now a part of me 
which I cannot let go. In order to pur-
sue my passion, I decided to travel to 
Chennai and attend a dance workshop 
under the tutelage of Kalaimamani 
smt. Parvathi Ravi Ghantasala. Here, 
we spent countless hours practicing 
and rehearsing many new items. The 
tough intricate steps, that were per-
fectly timed to the rhythm and the 
frantic hand movements proved to be 
immensely dif icult at irst.  

However, once I started mak-
ing sense of the words it was easier to 
change the movements into a story. 
The exhausting rehearsals would con-
tinue for hours and after we had rest-
ed it was time to start again. Weeks 
went by and this routine had embed-
ded itself in my mind. Mornings began 
when the thick layer of smog lifted off 
the city, cuckoo birds sang in the dis-
tance as strings of light seeped 
through the curtains. The sweltering 
heat was almost tangible and the hu-
mid was a curtain that hung in the air. 

On Thursdays to Sundays we were 
expected to attend studio classes with 
the junior students to build stamina. 
Although this seemed like a lot at the 
time, I can de initely see how it was all 
worth it. 

Performing in India was an 
intimidating experience, because it is 
the center of dance and music. Howev-
er, I was so blessed to be able to per-
form on such big platforms such as 
Narada Gnana Sabha, Music Academy 
and Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. I was 
also extremely lucky to be able to 
meet and seek the blessing of many 
well-known gurus such as Dr. Padma 
Subrahmanyam, C.V Chandrasekhar, 
Chitra Visweswaran and 
Vyjayanthimala Bali. Renowned and 
commemorated artistes themselves, 
they were extremely humble and kind. 
Aside from that I had another great 
experience of performing at Tirupathi 
Balaji Temple. This, one of the high-
lights of the trip, I was incredibly hon-
oured to perform with Kala Pra-
darshini Center for Performing Arts 
and it was an amazing experience. 

Performing in front of thousands of 
people and especially getting the op-
portunity to perform on such sacred 
grounds was something that I will 
never forget.  I must say that my trip, 
this summer, to Chennai, was an ex-
traordinary experience and I am so 
glad I decided to step out of my com-
fort zone and pursue my passion. 

 

- Monica Surti 

My Journey from  

Calgary to Chennai  

I must say that my trip, this 
summer, to Chennai, was an 
extraordinary experience 
and I am so glad I decided 
to step out of my comfort 
zone and pursue my passion. 
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তুিম যিদ িমকা হেত, 
তামার চাখ নাক মুেখর মােপর কিবতা িলখতাম।  

তুিম যিদ ব ু হেত, 
তামায় অেনক স  িদতাম।  

তুিম যিদ মেয় হেত 
তামায় অেনক আদর করতাম। 

তুিম যিদ মা হেত 
তামায় অেনক ব  রাখতাম।  

তুিম যিদ বা  হেত  
তামায় অেনক উপহার িদতাম।  

তুিম আমার ভােলাবাসা 
তুিম আমার রাগ; 

তুিম আমার সবিকছুর, আরএক  ভাগ।  
তুিম আমার মন, তুিম আমার অ রআ া, 

তুিম আমার ছা  সানার িমি  মা। 

ি য়তমা ভােলা থেকা 
পুেরা সাত িদন তামার কােনা খবর নই, 

কমন আ  তুিম ? 
আবার টি ল এর ব াথা তা জালােছ ... 

নািক তামার মেয়টার পরী া? 
আ া তামার মেয়র দশ বছেরর জ িদন না? 

িন য় ম  পািট , গান করছ িন য় । 
২nd year এর দীঘােত লখা গানটা গাইেব ? 

দা ন সুর িদেয়িছেল  তুিম... 
তুিম একটা লাল কােলা হালকা শািড় পেরা, 

আর physics এর মনীিদর মেতা চুলটা বেধা। 
জােনা আজকাল youtube এ video upload করা যায়।  

ছিবর  সােথ video তুেলা।  
যিদ একটা App থাকেতা , চাখ ব  কের তামার গ  পতাম।  

আজও িবছানায় তামার গ  খুিজ, 
তামার মেয়র পরী া ভােলা হাক,  

সু র হাক তামার পািট। 

মােগা এবার ওয়া  tourএ এেস খবেরর কাগজ পেড়া, 
পারেল একটা একাউ  খুেল facebook কেরা। 
কেব থেক তামার সই পুরেনা স িরিলস - 
কেরেছা  ‘ ে র দমন ‘ আর ‘সৃে র পালন’ 

আমােক গ  বেলিছল আমার বাবা , 
ওেক আমার ঠাকুর দাদা । 

িক  আমার ছেলেক যখিন তামার গে া বিল- 
িখলিখল কের হােস খািল, 
ছেলর বয়স আেঠেরা মাস- 

 ও ট াবেলট দেখ, িটিভ দেখ আর তাড়াতািড় শেখ । 
‘Dog’ দখেল বেল ‘Dooog’….. 
‘Ball’ দেখ বেল ‘Baaall’….. 

আর িটিভ ত যখন বােজ News এর সুর  
বেল ‘অসুর অসুর’ - 

মােগা আমরা সারা বছর কির তামার ব না, 
ধু দশ িদন vacation এ এেল চলেব না । 

চাইনা গ, আেমিরকা িহ ু ান, পািক ান , আফগািন ান । 
চাই সুধু একটা ভালবাসার বাস ান। 

িকছু কেরা , িক করেল জািনও- 
আসেত না পারেল facebook কােরা। 

- দবািশস  ভৗিমক 

Stay connected... 
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Mann Bros. 
M E A T  S H O P  

SSpecialist in best Quality ! 

(403) 568 6997 

Dr. Akhil Arora 

403-273-6400 

#143, 920 – 36th STREET N.E. 

www.vistalandingdental.com 

Gentle Family Dentistry 

Open Evenings & Weekends 

Same Day Emergency Walk-Ins 

Strict Infection Control Protocols 

Bridges & Crowns 

Cleanings 

Composite Fillings 

Extractions 

Root Canals 

Laser Fillings 

Laser Bleaching 

Invisalign Braces 

5075 Falconridge Blvd NE, Calgary, 
AB T3J 3K9 
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Chowdhury 

 

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Priyanka, Suman, Monika and Ama-
lendu Basak  

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Sachin, Sonali, Souvik and Soumav 
Maiti 

 

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Samiran, Bipasha, Priyota, Promita 
and Sayan Roy  

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Sanjoy, Mou and Shounak Ray 

 

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Somenath and Munmun Basu  

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Sourav, Kakoli and Rwiju Mazumdar 

 

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Subhas and Dalia Majumdar  

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Subrata and Kakoli Mitra 

 

Wishing BAC members a HAPPY DURGA PUJA and SUBHO BJOYA 

Sumit, Shampa and Shayanha Saha 
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Removed for privacy reasons. You can avail this infor-

mation only in the printed edition of Parboni 2014. 



STEPS to change BAC member profile 
STEP 1: Click on the Sign In Button on the Top 

STEP 2:  Enter your Username which is the same as your email and 4 digit password that was emailed to you. Then 
click Submit. 

STEP 3:  On the Top the sign in button is going to change with Welcome and your irst name. 

STEP 4:  Mouse over the name and a drop down menu will be displayed. Select Pro ile. 

STEP 5:  Update your pro ile information and click “CHANGE CONTACT INFORMATION” button. 



STEP 6:  Click on Family Information and Add/Update Family Information and click the “ADD FAMILY INFOR-
MATION” button. 

You are Done !! 

STEPS to change BAC member profile 





trylajawab.com 

Welcome to La Jawab! 



Call 
NOW 

Call for a FREE market evaluation of 
your home today with no obligation 

(403) 771-6233 

Please call to arrange a private viewing    Kiron Banik (Shankar)   403-771-6233  
FOR ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE NEED IN CALGARY  

100, 707—10 AVENUE SW, CALGARY AB T2R 0B3 

B: 403.294.1500 | F: 403.719.7496 | C: 403.771.6233 

Kiron Banik 
( Shankar ) 


